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Preface vii

Preface

The Kirkendall effect, named after its discoverer Dr. Ernest O. Kirkendall, is important in

connection with any solid/solid bonding between dissimilar materials, which, in turn, is of

significance in a wide range of technological fields. The theoretical background of the effect

is incorporated in all textbooks on solid-state diffusion. Although Ernest Kirkendall published

only three papers in his short scientific career, it is astonishing to see the enormous impact his

work had in the theoretical development and understanding of diffusion in solids.

Dr. Ernest O. Kirkendall

Ernest Kirkendall was born in Michigan in 19141. He graduated from Wayne College (later

Wayne University) in 1934, was awarded a master’s degree in 1935 and a doctor of science in

1938 from the Metallurgy Department at the University of Michigan. He was an instructor at

Wayne University from 1937 to 1941 and an assistant professor from 1941 to 1946 during

which period he wrote his famous paper “Zinc Diffusion in Alpha Brass” together with his

graduate student Alice Smigelskas. Many researchers had criticised the ideas that he posed in

this last paper, however, Kirkendall kept trying until his interpretation had been accepted.

Shortly after he stopped his scientific career.

                                                
1 All information on Ernest Kirkendall’s life was taken from:
H. Nakajima, JOM 49 (1997) 15.
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The present work attempts to be complementary to Kirkendall’s work. During our studies on

the manifestations of the Kirkendall effect we have encountered many new aspects. With a

phenomenological and comprehensive approach the observed phenomena will be rationalised.

Mainly binary (both single- and multi-phase) systems will be discussed. It is intended here to

demonstrate theoretically as well as experimentally the Kirkendall effect in all its appearances

and, thereby, to gain more understanding of diffusion in solids in general.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The discovery of the Kirkendall effect

In 1947, Ernest Kirkendall published his third and last paper in a series on the diffusion of

zinc in α-brass [1-3]. In this paper [3], he presented the results of a so-called diffusion couple

experiment that consisted of a brass bar (with a composition of 30 wt.% zinc and 70 wt.%

copper) electroplated with pure copper (of about 2.5 mm thick on all sides). Prior to the

electroplating procedure, inert molybdenum wires (130 µm thick) were stretched length-wise

along each of the two plane surfaces to mark the original interface of the brass-copper

diffusion couple. Fig. 1.1 shows a schematic drawing of the cross-section of the bar.

The diffusion couple assembly was annealed at 785 C and as a result of the concentration

difference the copper and zinc atoms started to interdiffuse. After heat treatments for different

times (typically several hundreds of hours), a cross-section of the bar was cut and the distance

between the two sets of molybdenum wire was measured. Kirkendall found that the wires

shifted inwards, moving parabolically with time.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of a cross-section of the diffusion couple as prepared by

Smigelskas and Kirkendall [3] before and after heat treatment at 785 C. The molybdenum

wires placed at the original contact surface moved towards each other. It was concluded that

the Zn atoms diffused much faster outwards than the Cu atoms inwards.

On the basis of volume changes accompanying the interdiffusion process this could not be

explained. He concluded:

“The movement of the insoluble molybdenum wires was conclusive evidence that the α-brass

was being forced back as a whole (…) as a result of the diffusing out of the zinc atoms

individually”.

In other words, the experimental observation made by Kirkendall meant that Zn atoms

diffused much faster outwards than Cu atoms inwards causing the inner brass core to shrink,

which in turn resulted in the movement of the inert molybdenum wires.

1.2 Consequences of the Kirkendall effect

Kirkendall’s conclusion was received with much surprise. Before the 1940’s it was commonly

believed that diffusion in solids took place via a direct exchange or ring mechanism (Fig. 1.2a

and b) which implied the equality of diffusion of the moving elements in metals and alloys.
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The fact that in a solid-state diffusion process it was possible for species to diffuse with

different rates changed the existing theories on solid state diffusion completely.

Figure 1.2: Atomic diffusion mechanisms showing: a) a direct exchange mechanism; b) ring

mechanism and c) vacancy mechanism.

The impact of Kirkendall’s finding can be appreciated from a reply on his paper [3] by one of

the leading figures on solid state science at that time, Dr. R.F. Mehl [4]:

“If verified, this “Kirkendall effect” would greatly modify not only the treatment of diffusion

data but also the theory of the mechanism of diffusion. It would, for example, be no longer

possible to represent diffusion data in a substitutional solid solution by one coefficient,

applying to both metal atoms since the separate coefficients are equal, but one would have to

show two coefficients, one each for the two metal atoms; the solution to the diffusion equation

under these circumstances would be extraordinarily complex; and obviously this result would

imply a diffusion mechanism differing from that of simple atom interchange.”

Nevertheless, more and more studies devoted to the behaviour of inert markers during a solid-

state interdiffusion process pointed out the validity and, moreover, the generality of the

Kirkendall effect. In the ten years after its discovery, the Kirkendall effect was observed in

binary systems like Ag-Au [5-8], Ag-Pd [6], Ag-Zn [7,9], Al-Mg [7], Au-Ni [6], Cu-Ni

[5,6,8,10-12], Cu-Sb [13], Cu-Zn [7], Fe-Ni [6], Fe-Si [14], Mo-Ti [15], U-Zr [16].

�� ����
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The first theoretical description of the Kirkendall effect was made by Darken [17]. For the

case of binary systems, Darken used two individual (independent) diffusivities - one for each

component - to describe the interdiffusion process. He showed that with two fundamental

equations the Kirkendall experiment permits the calculation of these individual diffusion

coefficients and, coupled with activity data, offers a means of measuring the mobilities of the

separate atoms in the binary diffusion process.

Another consequence of Kirkendall’s finding is that interdiffusion processes exhibiting a

Kirkendall effect could not be mediated by the direct exchange or ring mechanism since these

assumed the individual diffusion coefficients to be equal. Seitz [18] (and later also Bardeen

[19]) showed from an atomistic point of view that interdiffusion accompanied by a vacancy

mechanism (Fig. 1.2c) led to Darken’s equations if it is assumed that the concentration of

vacant sites is in thermal equilibrium. For the Kirkendall effect to occur, vacancies must be

created at the one side and annihilated at the other side of the interdiffusion zone so that a

vacancy flux is created to maintain local equilibrium.

Nowadays, we know that the Kirkendall effect manifests itself in many phenomena such as

the development of diffusional porosity (Kirkendall voiding, see e.g. Refs. [3,5,6,10,14,20]),

generation of internal stress [21,22] and even by deformation of the material on a macroscopic

scale [23]. These diffusion-induced processes are of concern in a wide variety of structures

including composite materials, coatings, welded components and thin-film electronic devices.

1.3 Motivation of the present work

The initiative to start a fundamental study on the Kirkendall effect was triggered by an

experimental observation in a study on diffusion in the Ti-Ni system performed by Bastin and

Rieck [24]. In their work, the authors showed a diffusion couple consisting of a piece of Ti

and Ni pressed together and annealed at 800 C for 72 h. The initial contact surface was

marked by 10 µm thick tungsten wires (Fig. 1.3a). Fig. 1.3b shows the cross-section of the

diffusion couple after interaction. One can see that three intermetallic phases are formed:

Ti2Ni, TiNi and TiNi3, which is in accordance with the Ti-Ni phase diagram [25]. However, a
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quite peculiar observation was the appearance of the W-wire after the interaction: it split up in

several pieces and these parts were located differently across the interaction zone.

a)     b)

Figure 1.3: a) Schematic presentation of a Ti/Ni diffusion before annealing and b) a cross-

section of the couple after annealing at 800 C for 72 h taken from the work of Bastin and

Rieck [24]. Prior to the heat treatment tungsten wires were introduced at the initial contact

interface between Ti and Ni. After interaction the wire was split into several parts.

Now we can ask ourselves the following question. Is the Kirkendall plane, as marked by inert

particles introduced prior to annealing between the initial end-members of a diffusion couple,

unique? In other words, could the inert particles originating from one original contact surface

migrate differently inside the zone of interdiffusion, so that two (or more) actual “Kirkendall

planes” can be expected?

For binary two-phase systems, the problem has already been analysed theoretically [26]. The

conclusion of this work was that in an α/β diffusion couple it is necessary to consider two

different Kirkendall-frames of references, one for the α and one for the β phase. It was also

shown that, depending upon the individual diffusion coefficients of the components in both

phases, the interfacial composition of the diffusion couple and the composition of the end-

members of the couple, the phase interface must be able to create and annihilate vacancies.

!�
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The latter means that the vacancy flux can, in principle, be in one direction in one phase and

in the opposite direction in the other phase so that these fluxes are moving away from each

other. As a result, the appearance of more than one plane marked by inert particles is expected

inside the interaction zone. For the case of a binary system with a continuous solid solution,

Cornet and Calais [27] described a hypothetical diffusion couple in which several “Kirkendall

planes” can emerge. However, no experimental verification of these models was ever shown.

In the present work, we will try to seek such experimental evidences. In our quest on

exploring new manifestations of the Kirkendall effect, several types of diffusion couple

techniques will be used in order to gain more insight in the Kirkendall effect itself. We will

design diffusion couple experiments taking different components as starting materials with

which we will demonstrate new phenomena concerning the behaviour of inert markers present

along the anticipated interdiffusion zone. It will be shown both theoretically and

experimentally that a Kirkendall plane can be single, multiple, stable and unstable. Single-

phase as well as multi-phase systems will be investigated. A phenomenological approach will

be introduced, which can be used to predict the number of the Kirkendall planes and their

positions and appearances.

1.4 Outline of the present work

The main objective of the present work is to provide better insight into the phenomenology of

the Kirkendall effect in order to improve the general understanding of the Kirkendall effect

and solid-state diffusion.

In Chapter 2 the experimental procedures used in this investigation will be given. Chapter 3

will deal with a general background on solid state diffusion in single-phase solid solutions.

The theory will be illustrated by experimental results obtained in our study on diffusion

phenomena and the Kirkendall effect in the Ni-Pd and Fe-Pd systems. In Chapter 4, a

reconsideration of the Kirkendall effect is presented, in which the main findings of the present

work are summarised. Again the theory will be illustrated with experimental results (mainly

the observations made during our study on diffusion and the Kirkendall effect in the β′-AuZn

phase of the binary Au-Zn system). Chapter 5 elaborates on diffusion phenomena in multi-
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phase systems where the Co-Si system is taken for a case study. The results of the latter

chapter will be used in Chapter 6 to explain the manifestations of the Kirkendall effect in

multi-phase systems. The last chapter (Chapter 7) will conclude the present thesis with final

considerations and recommendations for future work.
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Chapter 2

Experimental methods

During this investigation, a large number of different binary (and ternary) diffusion couples

were prepared. A diffusion couple consists of two pieces of dissimilar material, joined

together in such a way that there is intimate contact between the two contact surfaces. This

couple is heated for an extended period at an elevated temperature (below the melting points

of the materials) so that both species are allowed to diffuse into each other. After cross-

sectioning the sample, the interaction zone was analysed with optical microscopy, Scanning

Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Electron Probe Microanalyser (EPMA).

2.1 Starting materials and melting of alloys

Table 2.1 shows the specifications of the starting materials used for the diffusion couples

prepared in the present investigations.

In some cases, alloys had to be melted which was performed in an arc-melt furnace. The

materials were cut in small pieces, weighted into the desired amounts and placed together on a

water-cooled Cu-bottom plate of the furnace. Then the furnace was closed and evacuated until
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Table 2.1

Specifications of the as-bought material used as a starting material for the present

study.

Material Type Purity (at.%) Supplier

Au Sheet (25 x 25 x 0.25 mm3) 99.995 Goodfellow, UK

Au Wire (1.4 mm) 99.9999 Goodfellow, UK

Co Rod (12 mm) 99.98 Goodfellow, UK

Cr Pieces 99.99 Goodfellow, UK

Cu Rod (12 mm) 99.995 Goodfellow, UK

Fe Sheet (25 x 25 x 2.0 mm3) 99.98 Goodfellow, UK

Fe Foil (25 µm) 99.95 Goodfellow, UK

Ni Rod (10 mm) 99.99 Goodfellow, UK

Ni Foil (21 µm) 99.9 Goodfellow, UK

Pd Sheet (25 x 25 x 1.0 mm3) 99.99 Goodfellow, UK

Pd Foil (20 µm) 99.95 Goodfellow, UK

Si Pieces 99.99 Hoboken, Belgium

SiC Rod, HIPSiC (12 mm) 99.9999 Goodfellow, UK

Ti Rod (12 mm) 99.99 Alfa Products, Germany

Zn Shots 99.98 Alfa Products, Germany

the pressure was below 1·10-7 mbar. After the evacuation procedure, the vacuum chamber was

purged three times with Ar gas to finally obtain a pure Ar atmosphere of approximately 0.3

bar. Now a current of 250 A is employed on the tungsten electrode and the electrode is

directed to the Cu-bottom plate so that a highly energetic arc is produced. The arc is then

immediately pointed at the material causing it to melt (with approximate temperature of up to

3000 C). In order to improve homogeneity the alloys were re-melted three times. The

suitable diffusion couple dimensions were obtained by cutting the ingots into slices (8 x 8 x 3

mm3) using a slow-speed saw.

A different procedure was employed in the case of binary Au-Zn alloys, because of the

possible evaporation of Zn during melting in the arc furnace. The Au-Zn alloys were melted

in alumina crucibles in a flowing Ar gas atmosphere under flux consisting of ZnCl2 and NaCl
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(mass ratio 3:1) at 800-1000 C. For this purpose a vertical furnace was used. After melting,

the alloys were quenched in ice water and the flux was removed by dissolving it in water.

In all cases, the weight loss was less than 1 wt.% and the composition of the end-members

was checked by means of Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).

2.2 Preparation of diffusion couples

Before being assembled into a diffusion couple, the starting end-members were equilibrated

and recrystallised by preheating them at the temperature of interest in a vacuum furnace for

typically 24 h. The average grain size in the materials was in the range 100-300 µm. The end-

members were then ground into plan-parallel slices using a 180-grid SiC grinding paper and

afterwards polished one-sided by successively 30 µm and 10 µm diamond impregnated discs

to finish with 0.05 µm alumina slurry.

Three types of diffusion couples were prepared:

1. Pure end-member diffusion couples (e.g. Ni/Pd, Ti/Ni, Co/Si etc.);

2. Incremental (partial) diffusion couples (e.g. Ni/Ni70Pd30 (i.e. an alloy consisting of 70

at.% of Ni and 30 at.% of Pd), Au/AuZn2, Co2Si/CoSi2, etc.);

3. “Multi-foil” diffusion couples in which each end-member consists of a pile of foils next to

a bulk piece of component material. More details will follow in section 3.4.

Prior to annealing, thorium dioxide (ThO2) particles were introduced at the polished surfaces

of the end-members to mark the initial interface (the Kirkendall plane: see section 3.3). A

suspension of ThO2-particles in acetone was prepared of which a drop was placed on the

polished bonding faces of the diffusion couple. After a while, the acetone has evaporated

leaving behind the homogeneously distributed ThO2-particles.

We used ThO2-particles with a grain size of 0.5 – 5 µm to mark the initial contact surface of

the diffusion couple for several reasons. Firstly, ThO2 is a very stable oxide. This means that

it is fair to assume that ThO2 is not likely to react during the annealing procedure. Secondly,

one has to be sure that the ThO2 particles are “immobile”. It is clear that in this respect the
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size of the markers is an important parameter. Too large particles (several hundreds of

micrometers) could interfere with the interdiffusion process. However, in the case of too small

particles, dragging of the particles by a moving phase boundary could occur so that then the

displacement of the marker is not governed by the Kirkendall effect. The problem of dragging

of small particles by moving phase boundaries has been analysed by van Gurp et al. [1]. An

extensive study on the migration of inclusions in a field of an inhomogeneous concentration

gradient can be found in Ref. [2]. As a rule of thumb for Kirkendall markers one can say that

the particle’s dimensions should be small with respect to the diffusion width and large with

respect to the atomic distances in the diffusion matrix. Thirdly, the ThO2 particles are easily

traceable in the back-scattered electron microscope images, which is paramount to obtain the

position of the Kirkendall plane after interaction.

The diffusion couple annealings were performed in a vacuum furnace under a gas pressure of

about 5·10-7 mbar. It is extremely important that the diffusion couple is annealed under a

sufficiently high and constant load to avoid pore formation. The latter was obtained by

applying a load of approximately 5 MPa. In the samples presented in this work no pore

formation was detected unless it is stated explicitly. Temperature (from 800 to 1400 C) was

controlled within ± 2 C. More technical details of the vacuum furnace can be found

elsewhere [3].

For the diffusion couples in which a highly volatile species such as Zn was used as starting

material one can not apply high vacuum. In such a case the couples were annealed in a tube

furnace under a flowing Ar + 5 vol.% H2 gas mixture. The couple halves are held together in a

specially designed steel clamp. This clamp, which keeps the end-members of the couple in

intimate contact during annealing, was placed in the hot zone of the horizontal tube furnace.

After the diffusion anneal, such a clamp can be rapidly removed from the furnace and

immediately quenched in cold water.

2.3 Diffusion couple cross-sectioning and analysis

Cross-sections of the diffusion couples were prepared by cutting the couple with a slow-speed

saw using a diamond-impregnated blade. The cut parts were imbedded in a conductive resin
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and were ground and polished with a final finish of 0.25 µm diamond paste. Sometimes a

suspension of SiO2 particles in water was used as a final polishing step to obtain a more

pronounced appearance of the microstructure. Finally, the samples were cleansed with ethanol

and blown dry in hot air.

All samples were inspected by optical microscopy to gain a first impression of reaction layer

thicknesses and morphology. Polarised light was used to identify non-cubic phases. In some

cases, a solution of 2% HNO3 in ethanol was used to etch the polished samples to reveal the

formed phases.

Elemental analysis was performed with a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM, JEOL 840A)

equipped with an electron dispersive X-ray (EDX) detector. All micrographs (back-scattered

and secondary electron images) were taken with this electron microscope. Linescans for

determining concentration profiles across the interaction zone (in atomic fractions) were

carried out with Electron Probe Microanalyser (EPMA, JEOL JXA 8600 Superprobe) using

an EDX detector.
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Chapter 3

Diffusion in solids1

3.1 Interdiffusion: Matano-Boltzmann analysis

Many reactions and processes that are important in material technology rely on the transfer of

mass from one solid to the other. The process, whereby atoms of one solid material diffuse

into the other allowing a new concentration profile to be set up, is called interdiffusion. The

best way to demonstrate a diffusion process in solids is perhaps with the use of a diffusion

couple (see Chapter 2). As an example, Fig. 3.1 shows the molar fraction of Ni NNi as a

function of the diffusion parameter x corresponding to a Ni/Pd diffusion couple after heat

treatment at 1100 C for 196 h.

A one-dimensional interdiffusion process can be described by Fick’s first and second law [1]:

x
CD~J~ i

i d
d−= , (3.1)





=

x
CD~

xt
C ii

d
d

d
d

d
d

, (3.2)

                                                
1 Part of the experimental results presented in this chapter are published in a paper:
M.J.H. van Dal, M.C.L.P. Pleumeekers, A.A. Kodentsov and F.J.J. van Loo, Acta Mater. 48 (2000) 385.
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where flux iJ~  is the amount (moles) of i atoms going through a certain area per unit of time

(mol/m2s), D~  is the interdiffusion coefficient (m2/s), Ci is the concentration of component i

(mol/m3), t is the diffusion (or annealing) time (s) and x is the diffusion parameter (m). The

interdiffusion flux iJ~  is defined with respect to the volume- or laboratory-fixed frame of

reference. Eq. (3.2) is only valid when the total volume of the couple does not change, i.e. the

partial molar volumes VA and VB are constant (see section 3.2).

Figure 3.1: Concentration profile of a Ni/Pd diffusion couple annealed at 1100 C for 196 h.

Matano was the first to apply Fick’s equations to determine the concentration-dependent

interdiffusion coefficient from a concentration profile [2]. For this purpose he used the

solution of Eq. (3.2) given by Boltzmann [3]. Taking the boundary conditions:

00

00-

=>=

=<=
+ txCC

txCC

ii

ii (3.3)

and substituting the so-called Boltzmann variable λ = x/√t in Eq. (3.2), the interdiffusion

coefficient D~  can be written as:
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CD~ . (3.4)

In accordance with the boundary conditions (3.3), the integral term ∫ iCx d  integrated over

the entire concentration range ( )+−
ii CC tofrom  should be equal to zero, hence:

0d =∫
+

−

i

i

C

C
iCx . (3.5)

In fact, Eq. (3.5) defines the plane x0 = 0, called the Matano plane. This interface corresponds

to the position of the original contact plane of the diffusion couple in the laboratory-fixed

frame of reference if Vi is constant. The interdiffusion fluxes iJ~  can, therefore, be measured

with respect to the Matano plane.

Eq. (3.4) and (3.5) can be solved graphically using the concentration curve (Fig. 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Concentration-penetration curve for component i in a binary diffusion couple

between two alloys with starting compositions +−
ii CandC , respectively.
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The position of the Matano plane is defined in such a way that the hatched areas in Fig. 3.2

are equal. The interdiffusion coefficients are measured with respect to this Matano plane at

each position (or concentration) of the concentration profile. The value of the integral in Eq.

(3.4) at the position x* is given by the double-hatched area in Fig. 3.2; the reciprocal of the

concentration gradient has to be taken where *
ii CC = . This analysis is known as the Matano-

Boltzmann analysis.

3.2 Interdiffusion: Sauer-Freise analysis

If the total volume changes during the reaction, the Matano-Boltzmann method can not be

applied because Fick’s second law (Eq. 3.2) needs a correction term [4]. For instance, for the

Ni-Pd system this is the case as can be seen from a plot of the molar volume as a function of

composition [5] (Fig. 3.3).

Figure 3.3: Molar volumes of Ni-Pd alloys at 900 C [5].

The partial molar volumes of Ni and Pd, VNi and VPd, are related to the molar volume Vm by:

PdPdNiNim NVNVV += (3.6)
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and can be obtained graphically at every concentration as the intersections of the tangent with

the y-axis at NPd = 0 and NPd = 1 (see Fig. 3.3). As one can see the molar volume of the Ni-Pd

solid solution exhibits a positive deviation from Vegard’s law (corresponding to the dashed

line in Fig. 3.3). This means that the Ni/Pd diffusion couple will change its total volume: it

will swell as a whole.

In order to incorporate the total volume change, Sauer and Freise [6] derived a new solution

for Fick’s second law (Eq. (3.2)):

( ) ( )










 −+−




= ∫ ∫

∞−

+∞*

d1d1
d
d

2 m

*

m

*
*

m*
x
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x
V

YYx
V
YY

Y
x

t
VYD~ (3.7)

where Y is defined as 
( )
( )−+

−

−
−

ii

ii

NN
NN

; Ni is the molar fraction of component i, with Ni
- and Ni

+

being the mole fraction of component i at the unreacted left-hand (x = -∞) and right-hand (x =

+∞) ends of the couple, respectively. To solve Eq. (3.7), we need to construct two graphs,

namely Y/Vm versus x and (1-Y)/Vm versus x. Fig. 3.4 shows these graphs for the Ni/Pd couple

of Figure 3.1.

a)     b)

Figure 3.4: Penetration curves of a Ni/Pd diffusion couple (1100 C; 196 h) constructed

according to the Sauer and Freise method. Y = (NNi – NNi
-)/(NNi

+ – NNi
-); Vm

+ and Vm
- are the

molar volumes of the right-hand and left-hand end-member, respectively, which are in this

case equal to the molar volumes of pure Ni and Pd.
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The two integrals in Eq. (3.7) ∫ ∫
∞−

+∞ −
*

d1andd
mm

x

x*

x
V

Yx
V
Y  correspond to the hatched areas.

In our study on diffusion phenomena in the Ni-Pd system we have made several pure end-

member diffusion couples in the temperature range 900-1200 C. The concentration profile of

each couple was measured and using the Sauer-Freise analysis the interdiffusion coefficients

as a function of the mole fraction of Ni at different temperatures were determined (Fig. 3.5).

(Note: the maximum of the concentration dependence is situated at 45-50 at.% of Ni).

Figure 3.5: Concentration dependence of the interdiffusion coefficient D~  in the Ni-Pd system

at different temperatures.

Proof that the interdiffusion coefficient found in this way is a material constant, which is only

depending on the temperature and concentration, can be found from experiments on

incremental diffusion couples. Two alloys were melted, Ni30Pd70 and Ni70Pd30, and with these

alloys four different incremental diffusion couples were annealed at 1100 C taking one pure

end-member placed against an alloy end-member.
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Again using the Sauer-Freise method the interdiffusion coefficients were determined as

function of the mole fraction of Ni (Fig. 3.6). One can see that within the limits of

experimental error these values are consistent with those obtained by investigating the

diffusion couples with pure Ni and Pd as end-members. In other words, the interdiffusion

coefficient is a single-valued function of temperature and composition.

Figure 3.6: Interdiffusion coefficients in the Ni-Pd system at 1100 C obtained with different

diffusion couples:  - Ni/Pd;  - Ni/Ni30Pd70;  - Ni/Ni70Pd30;  - Pd/Ni30Pd70;  -

Pd/Ni70Pd30.

3.3 Intrinsic diffusion: the Kirkendall effect and the phenomenological approach of

Darken

The interdiffusion coefficient as obtained from the concentration profile is only a measure for

the intermixing of the species involved: it gives no information on the mobilities of the
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individual species. As was proved by Kirkendall’s experiment [7] (see Fig. 1.1) and later

described by Darken [8], a solid-solid interdiffusion process is the result of two independent

component fluxes in opposite directions that need not necessarily be equal.

The inequality of these fluxes leads to a net mass flow accompanying the interdiffusion

process, which causes the couple to shrink on one side and to swell on the other side. This

process can be made visible by the movement of inert inclusions (markers) present in the

interdiffusion zone, which will move towards the fastest diffusing species: the Kirkendall

effect (Fig. 3.7).

B

A

inert markers

B

AT

Figure 3.7: Schematic representation of an A/B diffusion couple demonstrating a typical

“Kirkendall” experiment. Inert markers are placed at the original contact surface of A and B

and after interaction they shifted towards the A-side showing that A is the fastest diffusing

species.

The velocity of such inclusions in an A-B binary system, i.e. the Kirkendall velocity v, can

thus be expressed as:

( )BBAA JVJVv +−= . (3.8)

The intrinsic fluxes of A and B, JA and JB, can be described with Fick’s first law:

x
CDJ
∂

∂−= A
AA , (3.9a)
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x
CDJ
∂

∂
−= B

BB , (3.9b)

where Di is the intrinsic diffusion coefficient of component i (m2/s).

Contrary to the interdiffusion flux, these intrinsic diffusion fluxes are defined with respect to

inert particles, present (or deliberately introduced) throughout the couple prior to annealing

(i.e. a Kirkendall frame of reference). In most cases, however, inert markers are only put at

the original contact plane between the initial end-members. The position of these markers

after annealing corresponds to the so-called Kirkendall plane (see also Fig. 3.7).

Given the fact that ( ) BABA dd CV/VC −=  [9], we can now write for the Kirkendall velocity:

( )
x

CDDVv
∂

∂−= B
ABB . (3.10)

Following Darken’s approach [8], the interdiffusion flux J~  can be written as the sum of the

intrinsic flux Ji and the Kirkendall drift Ci·v:

vCJJ~ ii ⋅+= . (3.11)

Substituting Eq. (3.10) in Eq. (3.11), one arrives at a general expression for the interdiffusion

coefficient:

BAAABB DVCDVCD~ += . (3.12)

Eqs. (3.10) and (3.12) are often denoted as the Darken equations and can be regarded as

completely descriptive of isothermal linear diffusion in a binary system.

Darken [8] also showed that the inert particles originating from the initial contact surface,

corresponding to the Kirkendall plane, move parabolically in time with respect to the

laboratory-fixed frame: xK = k√t where xK is the displacement of the Kirkendall plane (m) and
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k is a constant (m·s-½). This is true since the Kirkendall plane is the only marker plane that

starts moving from the beginning, i.e. from t = 0 and we are dealing with diffusion-controlled

processes. This means that its velocity vK is equal to:

vK = dx/dt = xK/2t. (3.13)

From the position of the Kirkendall plane one can deduce information on the intrinsic

diffusivities of species. It can be shown that the ratio of intrinsic diffusivities in an A-B

diffusion system equals [10]:

( ) ( )

( ) ( )
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a)       b)

Figure 3.8: Penetration curves of a Ni/Pd diffusion couple (1100 C; 196 h) constructed

according to the Sauer and Freise method. Y = (NNi – NNi
-)/(NNi

+ – NNi
-); Vm

+ and Vm
- are the

molar volumes of Ni and Pd, respectively. ThO2 particles mark the Kirkendall plane K.

In the case of the Ni/Pd couple, we have used ThO2 particles to mark the original contact

surface between the two end-members (see Chapter 2). These markers were easily traced in

the cross-section of the diffusion couple after interaction. The position of the Kirkendall plane
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can now be transferred on the concentration profile. Eq. (3.14) simplifies for the pure end-

member Ni/Pd diffusion couple ( 1Ni =+N  and 0Ni =−N ) into:

Q
P

V
V

D
D

⋅=
Pd

Ni

Pd

Ni , (3.15)

where P and Q correspond to the hatched areas in Fig. 3.8. Together with Eq. (3.12), the

intrinsic diffusion coefficient of Ni and Pd can be obtained at the concentration corresponding

to the Kirkendall plane: DNi(NNi = 40.3 at.%) = 4.9·10-14 m2/s and DPd(NNi = 40.3 at.%) =

6.5·10-14 m2/s.

3.4 Experimental determination of the Kirkendall velocity: the multi-foil technique

The intrinsic diffusion coefficients of species over the entire concentration range can be found

when the interdiffusion coefficients and the Kirkendall velocity are known as a function of

concentration. We have already shown that the interdiffusion coefficient can be determined

from the concentration profile by applying the Sauer-Freise method. Knowledge of the net

mass flow accompanying the interdiffusion process, i.e. the velocity of inert markers

described by Eq. (3.12), can be obtained experimentally with the “multi-foil diffusion couple

technique”.

The “multi-foil” technique for studying interdiffusion phenomena has been introduced by

Heumann and Walther [11]. The characteristic feature of a “multi-foil” sample is that each

end-member of the diffusion couple is composed of several foils with fiducial markers in

between. The total number of foils within the end-members and their thickness may vary

depending on the interaction rate in the material system at the temperature of interest.

Interdiffusion in such a multi-layered system will cause the markers to move relative to a

laboratory-fixed frame of reference with the Kirkendall velocity v (m/s) (Eq. 3.10).

By measuring the shift of the markers, the “Kirkendall displacement” can be determined over

the entire diffusion zone and, subsequently, a displacement curve can be constructed (Fig.

3.9). It should be mentioned here that the maximum of this y-x0 plot need not be at the
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Kirkendall plane defined by x0 = 0; also the appearance of the plot can be different (see

Chapter 4).

Figure 3.9: Schematic representation of marker displacement, y, vs. their original position xo

in a multi-foil diffusion couple.

Levasseur and Philibert [12] proposed a method to obtain the Kirkendall velocity from the

displacement curve. Later, this analysis was developed further due mainly to the work of

Cornet et al. [13,14] and of van Loo et al. [15]. The Kirkendall velocity can be found as:







⋅−=

o
o d

d
2
1

x
yxy

t
v (3.16)

with x0 being the original location of the markers and y the displacement of the markers

relative to x0, hence, x0 = x – y(x). Indeed, for the special case that x0 = 0 (i.e. the Kirkendall

plane) Eq. (3.16) transforms into v = y/2t (Eq. 3.13).

 We employed the multi-foil technique for the Ni-Pd system. Twenty foils (20 µm thick) of Pd

and nineteen foils (21 µm thick) of Ni were pressed together between the plan-parallel slices

(≈ 1.0 mm thick) of pure metals. ThO2-particles (≈ 0.5-5 µm) were used as fiducial markers

between the foils. The couple was annealed at 1100 C for 121 h. Fig. 3.10 shows a cross-

section of the couple after the heat treatment. The ThO2-markers are clearly visible as straight

rows of inclusions exhibiting a “white” contrast in the back-scattered electron micrograph.
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 Figure 3.10: Back-scattered electron image of a Ni/Pd multi-foil diffusion couple annealed at

1100 C for 121 h in vacuum. The rows of ThO2-particles used as fiducial markers

correspond to the interfaces between the initial foils. Note that no pore formation occurred

after the heat treatment.

 

 From the concentration profile measured across the interaction zone, the interdiffusion

coefficients for various compositions of the Ni-Pd solid solution at 1100 C were computed

using the Sauer-Freise method. As was expected, the results are compatible with the values

found by analysing the incremental couples and the couples with the pure metals as end-

members. This means that the initial foil interfaces and the ThO2-particles present across the

diffusion zone do not interfere with the overall diffusion process.

 

 The displacement of markers within the diffusion zone was calculated taking the first

“marked” plane at the pure Ni-side of the couple as a reference (Fig. 3.10). The original

marker positions were determined using the average values of the foil thicknesses (nickel or

palladium) in the parts of the couple where no interdiffusion has taken place yet after

annealing at this temperature for 9 h.
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a)

b)

Figure 3.11: Displacement curves (y(x)) a) determined experimentally and b) corrected for

plastic deformation for a Ni/Pd multi-foil diffusion couple annealed at 1100 C for 121 h (K

indicates the Kirkendall plane).

It turned out that the markers located outside the interdiffusion zone are also shifted.

Obviously, this is a direct outcome of the sample deformation (creep) caused by the pressure

applied during the joining and annealing. To take into account the possible effect of plastic

deformation and determine the genuine Kirkendall displacement, a correction procedure

similar to that proposed by Heumann and Grundhoff [16] was used. The approach is quite
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simple. As a first approximation, the deformation rate of the end-members of the couple is

assumed to be equal and constant. In such a case the line in Fig. 3.11a connecting marker

position inside the “unreacted” parts of the couple, i.e. outside the interdiffusion zone,

represents the displacement of the markers resulting from the plastic deformation.

The difference between the apparent marker displacement and the value corresponding to this

“baseline” (dashed line in Fig. 3.11a) gives the actual Kirkendall shift. In this manner the

displacement curve shown in Fig. 3.11b was constructed. The maximum of the displacement,

which is situated in the vicinity of the Kirkendall plane, was found to be 24 ± 2 µm.

The displacement curve was subsequently plotted versus x0 (which is equal to x – y(x)) and

using the analysis shown in Fig. 3.9 the Kirkendall velocity v as a function of x was

determined (Fig. 3.12). In fact, Fig. 3.12 displays the mass flow accompanying the

interdiffusion process in the Ni/Pd couple arising from the inequality of the fluxes of Ni and

Pd atoms. It can be seen that the velocity of the markers has a positive value, indicating that

Pd is the fastest diffusing component over the composition range studied. Later, we will

discuss such Kirkendall velocity curves more thoroughly.

Figure 3.12: Marker (or Kirkendall) velocity curve in the Ni/Pd multi-foil diffusion couple

annealed at 1100 C for 121 h calculated using experimental data of the present study (K

indicates the Kirkendall plane).
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Combining Eq. (3.10) and (3.12), one can obtain an expression for the ratio of the intrinsic

diffusion coefficients [15]:

( )ABB

A

B

A

V/VCQ1
CQ1

D
D

−
+= , (3.17a)

with

( )x/CD~
vQ

dd A⋅
= . (3.17b)

Knowing the interdiffusion coefficient D~  and the Kirkendall velocity v, the intrinsic

diffusivities can be calculated with Eq. (3.12) and (3.17). The intrinsic diffusion coefficients

of Ni and Pd as a function of the molar fraction of Ni are presented graphically in Fig. 3.13.

a)           b)

Figure 3.13: Intrinsic diffusion coefficients a) of nickel, DNi, and b) of palladium, DPd, in the

Ni-Pd alloys at 1100 C obtained with pure end-member and incremental couples ( ) and

derived from the multi-foil experiment ( ). The values for self-diffusion coefficient of nickel

[17] and palladium [18] are given for comparison ( ).
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As comparison, the intrinsic diffusivities, which were determined from the pure end-member

and the incremental diffusion couples, are included. These values were obtained at the

position of the Kirkendall plane using Eqs. (3.12) and (3.14). One can see that the data are

compatible. As a conclusion one can say that the present analysis provides means to

determine intrinsic diffusion coefficients in a binary metallic system over the whole

concentration range from, in principle, one single experiment.

3.5 Thermodynamic factor and tracer diffusion coefficient

From a fundamental point of view, the concentration gradient as the driving force for

diffusion as given by Fick's laws (Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2)) is not correct. Instead, the difference in

chemical potential is the real driving force for diffusion. Thus, the flux of a component A in,

for instance, an A-B binary alloy should be written in terms of gradient in chemical potential

µ [19]:

x
μCBJ
∂

∂−= A
AAA , (3.18)

where BA is called the atomic mobility of A. The chemical potential of A µA can be written in

terms of activity, aA:

A
θ
AA lnR aT+= µµ , (3.19)

where θ
Aµ  is the standard chemical potential (T = 298 K; pθ = 1 bar) in J/mol and R is the gas

constant (8.3143 J/molK). Substituting Eq. (3.19) in Eq. (3.18) and knowing that

( ) AB
2

mA dd CV/VN =  [9] and CA = NA/Vm one can obtain:

x
C

N
a

V
VTBJ

d
d

ln
lnR A

A

A

B

m
AA 





∂
∂−= , (3.20)
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with 
B

B

A

A

lnd
lnd

lnd
lnd

N
a

N
a

=  being the thermodynamic factor (aA an aB are the chemical activities

of components with pure elements A and B under the experimental conditions as the reference

state).

The mobility of A, BA, can be experimentally determined from a tracer experiment. If one

deposits an “infinitely” thin layer of a radioactive isotope of A on the surface of an

homogeneous A-B alloy, the activity as a function of the distance in the diffusion direction

after annealing can be measured using the sectioning technique. By applying the method of

Gruzin [20], in which it is assumed that the atoms A and isotopes A* move identically, a so-

called tracer diffusion coefficient *
AD  can be derived. The tracer diffusion coefficient is

directly connected to the atomic mobility by the Nernst-Einstein relation:

TBD i
*
i R= . (3.21)

More details of this technique can be found elsewhere (see for instance [21]).

When we now take Eq. (3.9a), (3.20) and (3.21), we arrive at a general relation between the

intrinsic and tracer diffusion coefficients:







∂
∂=

A

A

B

m
AA ln

ln
N
a

V
VDD * . (3.22)

If the pertinent thermodynamic data are available, Eq. (3.22) allows the calculation of

intrinsic diffusivities from tracer diffusion coefficients.

Often a so-called vacancy wind factor W is added to Eq. (3.22) introduced by Manning [22].

According to Manning’s atomistic approach, the vacancy wind effect stems from the fact that

the interdiffusion in solids is mediated by a vacancy mechanism. The faster moving atoms

during an interdiffusion process will be enhanced by the “vacancy wind” directed in the

opposite way and the Kirkendall shift will be higher. However, the effect is relatively small in
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the binary systems investigated (within the limits of error) and thus not discussed here. For

more information the reader is referred to Refs. [21,22].

Unfortunately, there are no tracer diffusion data available for the Ni-Pd system. However, we

also have performed an extensive study on diffusion phenomena in the completely miscible

Fe-Pd system at 1100 C. For this system, thermodynamic data on the binary solid solution

and tracer diffusivities for the entire concentration range of Fe-Pd alloys are available at the

temperature of interest. This gives an ideal opportunity to test the validity of the diffusion

equations as discussed up to now.

Thermodynamic activities of iron in Fe-Pd alloys were determined from oxidation

experiments at 1200-1400 C by Aukrust and Muan [23]. Later, Alcock and Kubic [24]

performed a comprehensive study of the thermodynamic properties of Fe-Pd solid solutions

over the temperature range 700-1000 C using the EMF-method. It is interesting to mention

some peculiarities in the thermodynamic behaviour of the Fe-Pd system in this temperature

range. Iron-rich solid solutions exhibit positive deviations from Raoultian behaviour for the

activity of iron and negative deviation for the activity of the palladium. Palladium-rich solid

solutions, on the other hand, exhibit negative deviations from Raoult’s law for the activity of

both elements.

By extrapolating the reported EMF-values to 1100 C [24] and correcting for the non-

stoichiometry of wüstite [25] used as an electrode material, the activities of iron in the Fe-Pd

alloys were derived. The thermodynamic factor at this temperature was calculated for various

compositions (Fig. 3.14).

Tracer diffusion coefficients in the Fe-Pd system at 1100-1250°C were measured by Fillion

and Calais [18]. Using the data at 1100 C and values of the thermodynamic factor, the

corresponding intrinsic coefficients for Fe and Pd were computed with Eq. (3.22).

The intrinsic diffusivities of the components in the Fe-Pd solid solution at 1100 C were also

obtained from the “multi-foil” couple experiment. To this end, twenty-four foils of Pd (20

µm) and eight foils of Fe (25 µm) were pressed together between the slices of pure end-

members and annealed in vacuum. Again, ThO2-particles were used as inert markers.
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Figure 3.14: Concentration dependence of the thermodynamic factor for diffusion in the Fe-

Pd alloys at 1100 C calculated according data of Alcock and Kubic [24] extrapolated to

1100 C and correcting for the non-stoichiometry of wüstite [25].

 

 Figure 3.15: Back-scattered electron image of an Fe/Pd multi-foil diffusion couple annealed

at 1100 C for 144 h in vacuum. The rows of ThO2-particles used as fiducial markers

correspond to the interfaces between the initial foils. Note: the marker planes near the

Kirkendall plane are scattered.
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At this point it has to be mentioned that we found peculiar behaviour of the Fe/Pd diffusion

couple with respect to the Kirkendall effect. Fig. 3.15 shows the cross-section of the Fe/Pd

multi-foil couple after interaction at 1100 C for 144 h. If one looks carefully at the

appearance of the markers near the Kirkendall plane and compares this with the Ni/Pd multi-

foil couple (Fig. 3.10) one sees that the markers are much more scattered across the

interaction zone. We will come back to this observation later on, as it is one of the most

important findings of the present work.

The displacement of the individual marker planes was determined as accurate as possible and

using the procedure described above, the intrinsic diffusion coefficients of Fe and Pd were

determined. The results are presented in Fig. 3.16 along with the values calculated from the

tracer diffusivities of the species and thermodynamic data. Within the limits of experimental

error, one can see excellent agreement between the two sets of data.

a)    b)

Figure 3.16: Intrinsic diffusion coefficient a) of iron, DFe, and b) of palladium, DPd, in the Fe-

Pd solid solution at 1100 C:  - determined experimentally using the multi-foil technique;  -

calculated using data of Refs. [18, 23-25].
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3.6 Relationship between the phase diagram and the interdiffusion behaviour in solid

single-phase binary systems

In this section we will look at the relationship between the phase diagrams, governed by the

thermodynamics of the system, and the interdiffusion behaviour. Four systems exhibiting a

certain region of mutual solubility have been investigated: the Ni-Pd, Fe-Pd, Cu-Pd and Au-

Ni system.

The first one is the Ni-Pd binary system [5] (Fig. 3.17). One can see a complete solid

solubility over the entire concentration range even down to room temperature. The interesting

feature of this system is the minimum in melting temperature (1237 C) at 45.4 at.% of Pd. It

has been postulated by Vignes and Birchenall [26] that the interdiffusion behaviour of alloys

is related to the melting point. In the proximity of the temperature of the solidus the amount of

thermal vacancies increases, resulting in the enhancement of the atomic mobilities. Indeed,

the maximum of the concentration dependence coincides (within experimental accuracy) with

the minimum on the liquidus of the binary Ni-Pd system (at 45-50 at.% of Ni) (Fig. 3.5).

Figure 3.17: Binary Ni-Pd phase diagram [5].

Fig. 3.18a shows the binary phase diagram of the Fe-Pd system [27]. As is in the Ni-Pd

system, a minimum in the solidus and liquidus exists at the equiatomic composition.
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However, at lower temperature Fe-Pd alloys exhibit a tendency towards ordering which is

manifested by the formation of the intermetallic phases with compositions around FePd and

FePd3. This effect is probably responsible for the experimental observation that the maximum

in the interdiffusion rates in the Fe-Pd system was found at approximately 30-35 at.% of iron

(Fig. 3.18b).

a)         b)

Figure 3.18: a) The binary Fe-Pd phase diagram [27] and b) concentration dependence of

the interdiffusion coefficient in Fe-Pd alloys at 1100 C obtained with the Matano-Boltzmann

analysis.

This is quite far from the position of the minimum on the liquidus curve on the Fe-Pd phase

diagram [27] (which is at about 50 at.% of Fe). The maximum of the concentration

dependence of intrinsic diffusivities in the Fe-Pd alloys is also located near the Fe-content of

about 30-35% (Fig. 3.16). However, the tracer diffusion coefficient as a function of

concentration of the solid solution was reported to have a maximum [18] close to the

equiatomic composition, which is in accordance with the minimum in the phase diagram. The

appearance of the maximum on the interdiffusion coefficient vs. composition curve at

1100 C can not be explained solely in terms of the proximity of the melting point. It is clear

that the tendency towards ordering contributes (in terms of the thermodynamic factor) to the
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overall interdiffusion process; this does not affect the tracer diffusion coefficient but it

enhances intrinsic diffusion (see Fig. 3.14 and Eq. 3.22).

A similar observation was encountered in the Cu-Pd system (Fig. 3.19a). As in the Fe-Pd

phase diagram, the formation of intermetallics at lower temperature (Cu3Pd and CuPd) points

out a tendency towards ordering in solid solutions above the decomposition temperatures

(around 600 C) [27].

There is no minimum melting temperature of the Cu-Pd alloys. Fig. 3.19b shows the

interdiffusion coefficients as a function of mole fraction determined from the penetration plots

of a diffusion couple annealed at 1050 C for 48 h. The maximum of the interdiffusion

coefficient was found at approximately 20 at.% of Cu. Again, the proximity of the alloy

composition to the melting temperature and the tendency of the alloy towards ordering both

influence the interdiffusion behaviour.

a)      b)

Figure 3.19: a) The binary Cu-Pd phase diagram [27] and b) concentration dependence of

the interdiffusion coefficient in Cu-Pd alloys at 1050 C obtained from a Cu/Pd diffusion

couple annealed for 48 h at 1050 C using the Matano-Boltzmann analysis.
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The last system studied in this respect is the Au-Ni system2 [27] (Fig. 3.20a). The

composition dependencies of inter- and intrinsic diffusivities for temperatures above the

critical point of the binodal curve on the Au-Ni phase diagram (T > 810.3 C) (Fig. 3.20b),

show a reversal near the high Ni-end with a minimum at about 80-85 at.% of nickel. This is

thought to result from the fact that thermodynamic driving force for diffusion goes to zero.

This leads to low interdiffusion in the Au-Ni solid solution in the vicinity of the

corresponding composition range. However, it is to be emphasised that the minimum in the

interdiffusion rate found in this alloy system does not exactly coincide with the maximum on

the miscibility curve (~ 70.6 at.% of Ni). In the proximity of the melting point minimum, the

amount of thermal vacancies increases which results in an enhancement of the atomic

mobilities. The interplay between these two effects explains why the minimum of the

interdiffusion rate is found at a composition richer in Ni than the maximum of the miscibility

gap.

a)      b)

Figure 3.20: a) The binary Au-Ni phase diagram, and b) concentration dependence of the

interdiffusion coefficient D~  in the Au-Ni system at 900 C. The open symbols correspond to

the self-diffusion of Ni in Au and vice versa taken from [28,29].

                                                
2 The results of the study on intrinsic diffusion and the Kirkendall effect in the Au-Ni system are published in a
paper:
M.J.H. van Dal, M.C.L.P. Pleumeekers, A.A. Kodentsov and F.J.J. van Loo, J. Alloys Comp. 309 (2000) 132.
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Chapter 4

Reconsideration of the Kirkendall effect: Bifurcation and instability of the

Kirkendall plane1

4.1 Introduction

The initial concentration step in the standard diffusion couple contains all the future of this

couple like the initial fireball of the Big Bang contained the future of our Universe. Moreover,

likewise to small fluctuations in the Fireball leading to the modern non-homogeneous

structure of the Universe, small fluctuations of inert Kirkendall markers distribution in the

vicinity of the initial interface can lead to bifurcations and instabilities of Kirkendall planes.

From a naïve, purely intuitive point of view it seems strange that markers “overlapping” at

first the whole concentration range of the diffusion couple, afterwards gather in a single plane

corresponding to only one fixed (constant in time) composition, this plane usually being

                                                
1 Parts of this chapter have been published as papers:
Section 4.2: M.J.H. van Dal, M.C.L.P. Pleumeekers, A.A. Kodentsov and F.J.J. van Loo, Acta Mater. 48 (2000)
385.
Sections 4.3 and 4.6: M.J.H. van Dal, A.M. Gusak, C. Cserháti, A.A. Kodentsov and F.J.J. van Loo, Defect and
Diffusion Forum 194-199 (2001) 195.
Sections 4.4 and 4.5: M.J.H. van Dal, A.M. Gusak, C. Cserháti, A.A. Kodentsov and F.J.J. van Loo, accepted for
publication in Phil. Mag. A.
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called a Kirkendall plane. Existence of a Kirkendall plane means that this plane is some kind

of “attractor” for markers. It is natural to ask why a system should have only one attractor. Is

it possible for binary diffusion couple to have two or more attractors? Is there a possibility for

a system to interdiffuse without any attractor at all (without a stable Kirkendall plane), with

widening (broadening) in time of the distribution of markers?

In this chapter, we will have a closer look at the Kirkendall effect and Darken’s theory [1]. It

will be demonstrated that the displacement of markers over the entire interaction zone can be

found numerically if the intrinsic diffusivities are known. We will introduce the concept of the

Kirkendall velocity curve with which it is possible to predict the location of the Kirkendall

plane in any diffusion couple. With this concept it will be made clear that a Kirkendall plane

can be multiple, single, stable or unstable and this will be verified by experimental examples.

4.2 The Kirkendall velocity and displacement of inert markers during binary

interdiffusion

In section 3.4, it was shown that measuring the Kirkendall displacement over the whole

interaction zone (in terms of a multi-foil couple) provides a means to determine the intrinsic

diffusivities as a function of the concentration. Here we will investigate whether the

displacement of the markers is uniquely defined if the intrinsic diffusivities of the species are

known as function of composition at the annealing temperature.

Consider a binary A-B solid solution system with, for simplicity reasons, a constant

interdiffusion coefficient and equal partial molar volumes. The concentration distribution of,

for example, component A across the A/B interaction zone after a certain time t can be then

described by Fick’s second law (see Eq. (3.2)):








∂
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where NA is the molar fraction of A. Since we assumed D~  = constant, the solution is given by

an error function:
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The corresponding intrinsic diffusion coefficients DA and DB are either equal or concentration

dependent in a specific way, which follows from Darken’s equation (3.12):

( ) constantABAABAAB =−+=+= DDNDDNDND~ .  (4.3)

The relation between the Kirkendall velocity and marker displacement is given by Eq. (3.16).

This equation can be re-written as:

g(x) = 2tv(x), (4.4a)
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The last equation has a singularity for x = g(x) = 2vt, which corresponds to the position of the

Kirkendall plane. The solution for this first order differential equation is given by:
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and can be found numerically using an appropriate computer program (e.g. Mathematica

v3.0). A solution to Eq. (4.4b) written in Mathematica is given in Appendix 4.1.

Since it is assumed that VA = VB = Vm, the Kirkendall velocity as given by Darken (Eq. (3.10))

can be expressed as:
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( )
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If now, for instance, the ratio of the intrinsic diffusivities of the components DA/DB is

assumed to be constant, then the Kirkendall velocity at position x inside the diffusion zone

can be found by combining Eq. (4.2), (4.3) and (4.6):
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The position of the Kirkendall plane, xK, is defined by vK = xK/2t (see section 3.3) and can be

determined graphically as the intersection point of the velocity curve and the line v = x/2t.

Evidently, the straight line v = x/2t should cross x = 0, which corresponds to the original

position of the initial contact surface, i.e. the location of the Kirkendall markers at t = 0.

Fig. 4.1 shows the Kirkendall velocity and displacement curves obtained with the assumptions

listed above, taking D~  = 10-14 m2/s, DA/DB = 3 and t = 106 sec.

Figure 4.1 a) (continued)
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b)

Figure 4.1: a) The Kirkendall velocity and b) the Kirkendall displacement in a hypothetical

A-B diffusion system (VA = VB) with a constant interdiffusion coefficient D~  = 10-14 m2/s and

constant ratio of intrinsic diffusivities DA /DB = 3 (t = 106 s); K indicates the Kirkendall

plane.

As it was expected based on the consideration of Philibert [2], the maximum of the velocity

curve and displacement curve both coincide with the position of the Kirkendall plane for the

case of constant ratio of intrinsic diffusivities. This type of marker behaviour was for long

time a generally accepted feature of the manifestation of the Kirkendall effect in binary solid

solution systems. However, Cornet et al. [3,4] have demonstrated that this is not necessarily

true. It can be illustrated by the following example.

Let us again suppose that the interdiffusion coefficient in a hypothetical binary solution

system is constant and equal to 10-14 m2/s. But now we assume that the difference between the

intrinsic diffusivities of the components is constant, e.g. DA – DB = 10-14 m2/s.

In this particular case, the Kirkendall velocity can be found in a similar way as in the previous

example:
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and the displacement curve can be calculated using the procedure explained above. These

constructions are given in Figs. 4.2a and b.

a)

b)

Figure 4.2: a) The Kirkendall velocity and b) the Kirkendall displacement in a hypothetical

A-B diffusion system (VA = VB) with a constant interdiffusion coefficient D~  = 10-14 m2/s and

constant difference of intrinsic diffusivities DA - DB = 10-14 m2/s for the interaction time 106 s;

K indicates the Kirkendall plane.
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One sees that the maximum of the Kirkendall velocity is situated at the Matano plane and not

at the Kirkendall plane. On the other hand, the maximum of the displacement and the position

of the Kirkendall plane coincide. In fact, taking real values for DA and DB, there is no reason

why the maximum in the velocity curve, the maximum in the displacement curve and the

Kirkendall plane should coincide (Fig. 3.11) (see also Refs. [3,4]).

The analysis discussed in this section clearly demonstrated that the displacement of inert

markers is uniquely defined for a diffusion system and can be numerically determined.

4.3 Microstrucural stability of the Kirkendall plane

From the previous considerations it becomes clear that one can deduce the position and

velocity of the Kirkendall plane via the intersection point of the straight line v = x/2t and the

Kirkendall velocity curve. In this respect it is interesting that in the classical paper by Cornet

and Calais [3], a hypothetical diffusion couple was shown in which the velocity curve

exhibited multiple maxima. The authors stated that inside such a diffusion couple more than

one Kirkendall plane could appear. This idea can be best explained by an example of a

hypothetical A/B diffusion couple in which on the A-rich side of the interaction zone A is the

fastest diffusing species and on the B-rich side B diffuses faster.

In Fig. 4.3, the corresponding velocity curve is given schematically. It is possible for the line

v = x/2t to intersect the Kirkendall velocity curve up to three times as is shown in the figure.

This implies that in such a diffusion couple three “Kirkendall” planes might exist, which

move parabolically in time. As a result, the markers originally introduced between the end-

members would rearrange during interdiffusion into three distinct parallel rows of inclusions,

situated at the positions K1, K2 and K3.

However, one should realise that only two of the three predicted “Kirkendall planes” can be

found experimentally within the reaction zone. This can be appreciated by analysing the

stability of the Kirkendall plane at the possible intersections. If markers, which ended up at

the position K1 in Fig. 4.3, would (for whatever perturbation) be slightly ahead of this plane,

they would slow down (lower velocity) and if these markers were behind this plane, they
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would move faster (higher velocity). In other words, the plane located at K1 tends to “attract”

inert markers in its vicinity. The same can be said for the plane at K3. Hence, a stable

Kirkendall plane will emerge in the interdiffusion zone when the straight-line v = x/2t

intersects the velocity curve at a position where the Kirkendall velocity has a negative

gradient.

Figure 4.3: The Kirkendall velocity in a hypothetical A-B diffusion system (schematically), in

which the intrinsic diffusion coefficients of A and B are chosen arbitrarily in such a way that

on the A-side of the diffusion zone A is the faster diffusing component and on the B-side the

component B has the highest diffusivity. In principle, three “Kirkendall” planes (K1, K2, K3)

can emerge.

Following a similar line of argument, it can be concluded that an unstable Kirkendall plane

will appear inside a diffusion zone when the gradient of the velocity is positive at the

intersection point. Indeed, the markers which are slightly ahead of the plane situated at K2 in

Fig. 4.3 will move faster, and markers slightly behind this plane will migrate slower. If such an

unstable Kirkendall plane is situated between two stable ones (like in the example in Fig. 4.3),

the stable planes will accumulate all markers during the initial stage of interdiffusion.

Therefore, only two Kirkendall planes (at the positions K1 and K3) are expected to appear in

the A/B couple.

Experimental verification of these ideas were found in our studies on diffusion phenomena and

the Kirkendall effect in the β′-ordered AuZn phase (B2 structure) of the binary Au-Zn system.

Previous reports about interdiffusion in this intermetallic compound [5,6] indicate a rather
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unusual behaviour of inert markers in the β′-AuZn phase layer developed during interaction

between pure Au and a γ-‘AuZn2’ phase containing 64 at.% of Zn. The Kirkendall markers

(tungsten wires of about 5 µm thick) and the ‘original interface revealed by traces of the

joining plane’ (presumably by grinding debris remaining at the contact surface between the

couple halves) were observed at two different locations inside the β′-AuZn reaction layer. This

conspicuous finding was, however, not identified by the authors as the formation of the

multiple Kirkendall planes, and this phenomenon was not critically examined.

4.4 Multiple, stable and unstable Kirkendall planes in a single phase: manifestation of the

Kirkendall effect in the ββββ′-AuZn intermetallic

The β′-ordered phase (B2; CsCl-structure) in the binary Au-Zn system exists in a wide

homogeneity range (e.g. at 500 C this is approximately 38.0 – 57.0 at.% of Zn [7]), and the

diffusivities of the components are strongly composition dependent. Of particular importance

is that, according to self-diffusion measurements using 65Zn and 195Au radiotracers reported

by Gupta and Lieberman [8], Au is the faster diffusing species in the Au-rich part of the β′-

phase, whereas in the Zn-rich part Zn-atoms have higher mobility. In this situation, the

Kirkendall velocity within the β′-intermetallic layer diffusion-grown from its adjacent phases

will change direction (see Eq. (3.10), A = Au and B = Zn) and will have a shape similar as

shown in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.4 shows a representative microstructure of the reaction zone developed during

interaction at 500 C in a diffusion couple based on pure Au and γ-AuZn2 intermetallic

containing 64 at.% of Zn. ThO2-particles (0.5-5 µm) were used as fiducial markers between

the initial end-members. One sees that the inert particles re-arranged upon interaction into two

distinct marker planes (i.e. two Kirkendall planes) moving with different velocities within the

newly formed layer of the β′-AuZn phase.

Another interesting feature that can be noticed from this back-scattered electron micrograph is

the abrupt change in contrast near the equiatomic composition in the product layer. This is

caused by the steep concentration gradient developed in the β′-AuZn phase upon
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Figure 4.4: Back-scattered electron image (BEI) of a Au/Au36Zn64 (“γ-AuZn2”) diffusion

couple annealed at 500 C for 17.25 h under flowing argon. After interdiffusion the ThO2-

markers introduced between the couple halves are clearly visible as two distinct straight rows

of inclusions.

interdiffusion. The physical meaning of the existence of this gradient is the slow diffusion in

the near stoichiometric intermetallic AuZn, which reflects the highest degree of order in the

B2-strucure of the β′-phase near this composition [8,9]. Within this steep concentration

gradient also the position where DAu ≈ DZn and, thus, where v ≈ 0 is located.

The corresponding velocity curve (that was constructed based on the positions of the Matano

plane, the Kirkendall planes (K1 and K3) and the approximate point where v ≈ 0 (DAu ≈ DZn)

relative to the phase boundaries) is shown in Fig. 4.5. Apparently, there is no theoretical

restriction for the straight line v = x/2t to intersect a Kirkendall velocity curve of such a shape

up to three times as shown in this figure. As already has been stated, since the Kirkendall

planes at position K1 and K3 are stable they will accumulate the ThO2 particles in the initial
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stages of the interaction. As a consequence the unstable Kirkendall plane at position K2 is not

visible and two Kirkendall planes will emerge inside the interaction zone.

Figure 4.5: The Kirkendall velocity curve corresponding to the β′-AuZn product layer in the

annealed (500 C; 17.25 h; Ar + 5 vol.% H2) Au/Au36Zn64 (γ-‘AuZn2’) couple. This plot is

based on the positions of the Matano plane, the Kirkendall planes (K1 and K3) and the point

where v ≈ 0 (sudden change in contrast) relative to the phase boundaries.

It is important to realise that the number of intersections between the Kirkendall velocity

curve and the line v = x/2t is determined not only by the shape of the curve, but also depends

on the position of the Matano plane (x = 0) in the diffusion couple. For instance, if one adds

Zn to the pure Au end-member of the diffusion couple, the position of the Matano plane shifts

towards the Zn-side of the reaction zone. Then, a situation may occur when the straight line v

= x/2t intersects the velocity curve instead of three times only once as is shown in Fig. 4.6a.

One can see that the intersection point and, hence, the corresponding stable Kirkendall plane

should then be found at the Zn-rich part of the β′-AuZn product layer.

A typical example of such situation is given in Fig. 4.6b, showing a diffusion zone of an

reaction couple annealed at 500 C composed of a γ-‘AuZn2’ with a nominal composition

Au36Zn64 and a two-phase alloy Au66Zn34. The latter alloy after equilibration at 500 C

consists of a saturated (Au,Zn)-solid solution and precipitates of the β′-phase. The sudden
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a)

b)

Figure 4.6: a) The Kirkendall velocity curve corresponding to the product layer of the β′-

AuZn intermetallic formed during reaction between γ-‘AuZn2’ (Au36Zn64) and a two-phase

Au66Zn34 alloy ((Au,Zn)-solid solution + β′-AuZn) (500 C; 17 h; Ar + 5 vol.% H2); b) BEI of

the diffusion zone after annealing. The straight line v = x/2t intersects the velocity curve only

once at the Zn-rich side of the β′-AuZn layer.
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change in contrast at the near-stoichiometric composition in the newly formed β′-AuZn

intermetallic is again clearly visible on the micrograph. As expected, the ThO2 particles used

as inert markers between the couple halves are found as a straight row of inclusions at one

specific position (point K in Fig. 4.6a) in the Zn-rich of the β′- phase layer. The marker plane

is also revealed by the differences in grain morphology inside the β′-layer. The differently

nucleated grains of the product phase meet at the Kirkendall plane. Therefore, this plane can

readily be seen within the reaction layer even without the presence of any inert particles. (This

was also visible, although less pronounced, in the Au/Au36Zn64 couple of Fig. 4.4).

Extending this approach, it can be understood that if the position of the Matano plane shifts in

the direction of Au-side of the incremental couple, the stable Kirkendall marker plane will

appear in the Au-rich domain of the β′-AuZn intermetallic layer. This is demonstrated in Fig.

4.7a. Here, experimental proof came from the analysis of the diffusion zone morphology

developed during interaction (500 C; 16 h; Ar + 5 vol.% H2) between pure Au and an

equilibrated Au40Zn60 alloy consisting of a γ –‘AuZn2’ matrix phase and β′-precipitates (Fig.

4.7b). As predicted, the Kirkendall marker plane appears in the Au-rich part of the β′-AuZn

product layer.

Obviously, one more possible configuration of the marker velocity construction can be

envisaged, in which the line v = x/2t intersects the velocity curve only once, but at a point

where the gradient of the Kirkendall velocity is positive, like, for example, shown in Fig. 4.8a.

In this case, the predicted Kirkendall marker plane is microstructurally unstable, and no stable

Kirkendall plane is present next to the unstable one, i.e. no ‘attractor’ for markers exists in the

diffusion zone. Therefore, no well-defined Kirkendall marker plane will develop upon

interdiffusion in such a system.

A very telling example of the Kirkendall plane instability is provided by the experiments on a

diffusion couple consisting of an equilibrated two-phase γ-AuZn2 + β′-AuZn alloy with

nominal composition Au40Zn60 and a Au70Zn30-solid solution. A representative microstructure

of the couple after annealing at 500 C for 6 h under flowing Ar + 5 vol.% H2 gas mixture is

given in Fig. 4.8b. Unlike the previous cases, no distinct row of the ThO2-inclusions used as

fiducial markers between the end-members can be seen inside the product phase β′-AuZn.
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a)

b)

Figure 4.7: a) The Kirkendall velocity construction corresponding to the layer of β′-AuZn

diffusion-grown at 500 C for 17.5 h in Ar + 5 vol.% H2 between Au and a Au40Zn60 two-

phase alloy (γ-‘AuZn2’ + β′-AuZn) and b) corresponding microstructure of the reaction zone

(BEI). Only one Kirkendall marker plane appears in the Au-rich part of the product layer.
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a)

Figure 4.8 b) (continued)
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c)

Figure 4.8: a) The Kirkendall velocity curve corresponding to the diffusion-grown layer of β′-

AuZn in a Au70Zn30/Au40Zn60 reaction couple (500 C; 6 h; Ar + 5 vol.% H2); b)

corresponding microstructure of the reaction zone (BEI) and c) magnified area (B in Fig.

4.8b) of the product layer in the vicinity of the unstable Kirkendall plane location (BEI). The

line v = x/2t intersects the velocity curve at a position ‘K’ where the gradient of the

Kirkendall velocity is positive. The corresponding ‘Kirkendall’ plane is unstable.

However, close inspection of the intermetallic layer in the vicinity of the expected location of

the unstable Kirkendall plane revealed the occurrence of the ThO2-inclusions not in a distinct

row, but spatially distributed in the diffusion direction (Fig. 4.8c).

4.5 General criterion of Kirkendall plane instability

As explained in section 4.3, a Kirkendall plane is considered to be microstructurally unstable

if at its location in a diffusion zone, xK, the corresponding marker velocity has a positive

gradient, i.e.:
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0
K

>
∂
∂

xx
v . (4.9)

Since we are dealing with a diffusion-controlled interaction, the instability criterion in a

binary A-B system can be rewritten using Eq. (3.10) and the Boltzmann variable λ = x/√t as:
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where λK corresponds to the Kirkendall plane location. Combining this inequality and Fick’s

second law in a form 
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or further
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with CK corresponding to the concentration of B at the Kirkendall plane. The partial molar

volumes Vi can be different but are constant in this treatment (Vegard’s law holds, see section

3.2).

At the position of the Kirkendall plane (x = xK), the Kirkendall velocity equals x/2t

(Eq. (3.13)). With the Boltzmann-parameter, this can be restated as:

( )
K

B
BAB

K

2 λλ
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CVDD  . (4.13)
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Substituting Eq. (4.13) into Eq. (4.12), one obtains the following:
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After some algebra we have:
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Taking for simplicity VA = VB = Vm, the instability criterion for Kirkendall marker plane in a

binary system is found as the simple expression:
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, (4.16)

where NB is the mole fraction of component B. In words, this means that, when a Kirkendall

plane is expected within a concentration range where the ratio of intrinsic diffusivities of A

and B decreases with increasing composition of B, it will be unstable. Eq. (4.16) is an extra

condition for the Kirkendall plane to Eqs. (3.10) and (3.13) and can be a useful tool in finding

candidates for Kirkendall plane instability.

We will demonstrate the instability criterion for the diffusion couple in the Au-Zn system in

which a single unstable Kirkendall plane was found discussed in the preceding section (Fig.

4.8). Fig. 4.9 shows the ratio of intrinsic diffusivities of Au and Zn in the concentration range

48-51 at.% of Zn calculated using tracer diffusion data of Gupta and Lieberman [8] (here it is

assumed that DAu/DZn = DAu
*/DZn

*, i.e. the vacancy wind effect term is supposed to be equal

to unity). Following the criterion (4.16), this should lead to an unstable Kirkendall plane in

this concentration range. Indeed, the position of the unstable Kirkendall plane in the

Au40Zn60/Au70Zn30 diffusion couple (Fig. 4.8) coincided with the steep concentration gradient

near the equiatomic composition, hence an unstable Kirkendall plane was expected.
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Figure 4.9: Ratio of intrinsic diffusion coefficients of Au and Zn in the AuZn compound at

500 C taken from Ref. [8].

4.6 Manifestation of the Kirkendall effect in disordered binary systems

Further experimental evidences for the existence of stable and unstable Kirkendall planes were

found in the study on the manifestation of the Kirkendall effect in the Au-Ni, Ni-Pd and Fe-Pd

systems. Figs. 4.10 a, b and c show the experimentally determined velocity curves of a Ni/Pd

diffusion couple annealed at 1100 C for 121 h, a Au/Ni diffusion couple annealed at 900 C

for 100 h and an Fe/Pd diffusion couple annealed at 1100 C for 144 h, respectively. These

curves were constructed with the multi-foil technique (see Chapter 3 and for the Au/Ni couple

the reader is referred to Ref. [10]). In all curves the straight line v = x/2t intersects the velocity

curve only once, which means that only one Kirkendall plane can be expected. However, in the

case of the Au/Ni and Ni/Pd diffusion couples, the velocity curves in the intersection point

have a negative slope while in the case of the Fe/Pd couple the straight line intersects the

velocity curve with a positive gradient. According to the condition of instability Eq. (4.9), this

should lead to single stable Kirkendall planes for the Au-Ni and Ni-Pd systems and a single

unstable Kirkendall plane for the Fe-Pd system.
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The (in)stability of a Kirkendall plane in the interdiffusion zone of a diffusion couple is

revealed by the behaviour of the inert ThO2-particles placed at the original contact surface of

the initial end-member. Fig. 4.11a and b show back-scattered electron images of a Ni/Pd

diffusion couple annealed at 1100 C for 196 h and a Au/Ni diffusion couple annealed at

900 C for 50 h, respectively. For the Ni/Pd couple the ThO2 particles exhibit a white contrast

whereas for the Au/Ni couple, the ThO2-particles show a dark-greyish contrast in the back-

scattered electron image.

After interaction, the ThO2 markers are located in a straight row inside the interaction zone in

both cases and they exhibit a plate-like shape. Apparently, the stable Kirkendall plane attracts

the inert particles in its vicinity.

a)

Figure 4.10 b) (continued)
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c)

Figure 4.10: a) Experimentally determined Kirkendall velocity curves of (a) a multi-foil Ni/Pd

diffusion couple annealed at 1100 C for 121 h, (b) a multi-foil Au/Ni couple annealed at

900 C for 100 h [10] and (c) a multi-foil Fe/Pd couple annealed at 1100 C for 144 h. Note: x

= 0 corresponds to the position of the original contact interface between the component

materials.

A completely different picture can be observed if we look at the interdiffusion zone of the

Fe/Pd diffusion couple. Fig. 4.11c shows a back-scattered electron image of an Fe/Pd

diffusion couple annealed at 1100 C for 144 h. As one can see, a significant scattering of the

particles occurred during interaction with respect to the initial spatial distribution.

Additionally, the shape of the particles is more round-like. This is a similar observation as

was done in the multi-foil couple (see Fig. 3.15 in section 3.5).

In the case of the Fe/Pd diffusion couples annealed 1100 C there is no “attractor” (i.e. no

stable Kirkendall plane) present inside the interaction zone. The initial planar array of the

markers at the contact interface tends to transform into an array of ThO2-particles spatially

distributed in the diffusion direction.
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a)

Figure 4.11 b) (continued)
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c)

Figure 4.11: BEI of (a) a Ni/Pd couple after interdiffusion at 1100 C in vacuum for 196 h; (b)

a Au/Ni diffusion couple annealed at 900 C in vacuum for 50 h and (c) an Fe/Pd couple after

interdiffusion at 1100 C in vacuum for 144 h. The ThO2 markers exhibit a dark-grey contrast

on the BEI image of the Au/Ni diffusion zone and a white contrast in the case of the Ni/Pd and

Fe/Pd couples.
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Appendix 4.1: Numerical solution of Eq. (4.4) (Mathematica v3.0)

Mathematica v3.0 was used to numerically solve Eq. (4.4b):

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
x
yxxgxyxg

d
d−+=  (4.4b)

The idea was to start with a set of data (gdata) representing the Kirkendall velocity curve as

determined from the known intrinsic diffusivities using Eq. (3.10). In such a case the program

makes it possible to use any experimental set of data of the Kirkendall velocity curve for

determination of the corresponding displacement curve. As an example, we demonstrate the

program for the hypothetical diffusion couple in which constant ratio of intrinsic diffusivities

of A and B (DA/DB = 3) was assumed (Fig. (4.1)). An interpolation function (f) was used to fit

the inserted Kirkendall velocity data (gdata). Subsequently this function was solved

numerically (NDSolve in the program). Because the Kirkendall plane represents a singularity

of Eq. (4.4b) the function f was solved in two ranges: -∞ < x < xK and xK < x < +∞. The

program parameter x0 corresponds to the position of the Kirkendall plane xK. These two

sections, g1 and g2, were then put together to give the displacement curve y.
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The proposed numerical program was verified by the experimental data obtained from the

Ni/Pd multi-foil couple. Fig. A4.1 shows the displacement curves where the solid dots

represent the experimental values of the multi-foil couple and the continuous line corresponds

to the displacement curve as determined by applying the numerical program on the velocity

curve from Fig. 3.12. As expected, they coincide satisfactorily. The position of the Kirkendall

plane was found at x0 = 18.8 µm which corresponds exactly with the experimental value (Fig.

3.11).

Figure A4.1: The Kirkendall displacement curve of the Ni/Pd multi-foil diffusion couple

(1100 C; 121 h). The dots represent the experimental data (Fig. 3.11) whereas the solid line

corresponds to the displacement curve calculated from the velocity curve (Fig. 3.12) by

applying the numerical program.
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Chapter 5

Diffusion in multi-phase systems1

5.1 Introduction

The second part of this thesis will be devoted to diffusion phenomena and manifestations of

the Kirkendall effect in multi-phase systems that mainly consist of line-compounds, i.e.

compounds exhibiting a narrow homogeneity range. The Co-Si system was chosen for

studying because of its relatively simple nature and the availability of the thermodynamics on

the Co-silicides. Fig. 5.1 shows the phase diagram of the Co-Si system [1].

The phases relevant for the present study are: (1) the Co-rich, fcc terminal solid solution, α-

Co; (2) the Co-rich, cph terminal solid solution, ε-Co, (3) the orthorhombic Co2Si phase, C23

structure, (4) the cubic CoSi phase, B20 structure, (5) the cubic CoSi2 phase, C1 structure, and

finally (6) Si with a cubic A4 (diamond) structure. The high-temperature α-Co3Si phase and

β-Co2Si phase were not studied in the present investigations. In the following, we will see that

the structures of the Co-Si phases will greatly influence the diffusion properties of the

                                                
1 The contents of Chapter 5 has been published as a paper:
M.J.H. van Dal, D.G.M.M. Huibers, A.A. Kodentsov and F.J.J. van Loo, Intermetallics 9 (2001) 409.
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diffusing species Co and Si. It will be shown (see Chapter 6) that this will lead to quite

peculiar manifestations of the Kirkendall effect.

Figure 5.1: The Co-Si phase diagram [1].

An increasing interest exists in Co-Si intermetallics both from a scientific and a technological

point of view. Cobalt silicides (particularly CoSi2) attract much attention because of their

possible application in Very Large Scale Integrated (VLSI) technology as an interconnect

material [2]. In view of the intimate relationship between microstructure and properties of the

contacts, understanding (and control) of the silicide formation is paramount to obtain

desirable metallization. More recently, the role of silicides in joining technology and

composites has also become apparent: if one tries to connect Si-containing ceramics (e.g. SiC

or Si3N4) to cobalt or its alloys by solid state bonding, the silicides are often a reaction

product.

It should be mentioned right away that the majority of the investigations up to now were

carried out using diffusion couples in which one of the component elements (usually Co) was

limited in material supply, i.e. in thin-film form. With such sample configuration, the

interpretation of the experimental results is rather difficult; interdiffusion in thin films does

not always have the general characteristics of bulk diffusion [3,4]. The early stage of
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interaction can include the presence of non-equilibrium phases, the absence of equilibrium

phases, non-equilibrium and time-dependent interface compositions. High fluxes of

components as the result of extremely steep concentration gradients and a diffusion flux,

which can be dominated by grain boundary or other extended defect mechanisms, may affect

the reaction behaviour. In addition, the description of multi-phase diffusion in thin films may

further be complicated by surface phenomena, epitaxial relations, induced stresses and the

anisotropy associated with single-crystal substrates.

In this respect, diffusion properties of intermetallic phases are easy to investigate by

microscopical examination of sectioned bulk diffusion couples. There have been sporadic

attempts to rationalise interactions in the Co-Si system using this type of diffusion technique

[5,6]. The authors addressed a broad range of issues involving reaction kinetics by analysing

multiple product layers grown from pure cobalt and silicon end-members. However, the data

derived from these experiments are not always suitable to evaluate diffusion parameters and

species mobilities in the cobalt silicides.

The approach that has been chosen in the present work is to examine bulk semi-infinite

diffusion couples in which one single-phased layer of intermetallic compound (silicide) is

diffusion-grown from its saturated adjacent phases. The parabolic growth constant determined

in this way measures a unique property of a given phase that is independent of the adjacent

phases [7]. This provides a framework to determine all important diffusion parameters of the

intermetallic phase in question if also the thermodynamic data are known.

The primary objective here is to provide information on the relative mobilities of species in

the Co-Si intermetallics by the application of incremental diffusion couples and to present a

quantitative analysis of the interrelation between the thermodynamics and the growth kinetics

of the cobalt silicides.

Before we start to illustrate specific cases of intermetallic phase formation in the Co-Si

system, we will give some details about the theoretical analysis and the thermodynamic

information needed to obtain diffusion parameters of the Co-silicides.
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5.2 Relations between the thermodynamics and the growth kinetics of binary line-

compounds

Let us consider the diffusion-controlled growth of an intermetallic compound γ between the

adjacent α and β phases in the A-B binary system (Fig. 5.2). Suppose that all these phases

have a narrow homogeneity range, i.e. have virtually constant composition with mole

fractions as NA(α) > NA(γ) > NA(β). Despite the very small concentration gradient within the

growing γ phase layer there may be, however, a rather high activity gradient providing the

necessary driving force for diffusion.

a)

b)

Figure 5.2: a) A hypothetical reaction couple of the binary A-B system with a product layer of

the γ-phase (line compound) growing between the line compounds α and β (the letter K

indicates the position of the Kirkendall plane); b) corresponding distribution of component B

across the diffusion zone.
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The analysis adopted in the present paper is based upon the assumption that the intermediate

silicide phases Co2Si, CoSi and CoSi2 are stoichiometric. That is true for CoSi2 and it is a

very good approximation for Co2Si and CoSi, which exhibit in the temperature range studied

narrow homogeneity ranges of 32.5-33.5 at.% and 49.0-50.5 at.% of Si, respectively [1].

Further local equilibrium is assumed in all regions throughout the diffusion zone.

It may be recalled that a fundamental quantity reflecting the interplay between

thermodynamics and mobilities of the species involved in the interaction is the intrinsic

diffusion coefficient, Di, of a component i in the intermetallic layer. This coefficient is

directly related to the atom flux with respect to the position of fiducial markers placed in the

diffusion zone. The markers introduced at the original interface at t = 0 define the so-called

Kirkendall plane, a convenient plane of reference. In the diffusion couple considered here, the

ratio of intrinsic diffusivities DA/DB in the γ intermetallic can be found as (Eq. 3.14) [8]:
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A ,  (5.1)

where R and S equal the hatched areas in Fig. 5.2b, Ni is the molar fraction and Vi is the partial

molar volume of the component i. The superscripts + and – refer to the mole fraction of

component i in the end-members of the diffusion couple. In this case, ( )βii NN =+  and

( )αii NN =− . The molar volume Vm in the γ-layer is supposed to be constant over its

(negligible) homogeneity range.

It should be remarked that for line-compounds, the values of partial molar volumes are

generally not available. One could circumvent this problem by taking DAVB and DBVA as

material constants, which can be determined.

The intrinsic diffusion coefficients are related to the tracer diffusion coefficients *
iD  in the

homogeneous phase of the same composition by Eq. (3.22):
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 being the thermodynamic factor (ai is the chemical activity of

component i with pure element i under the experimental conditions as the reference state, Ni is

the mole fraction and Vm is the molar volume in m3 per mole of atoms). The vacancy wind

factor associated with asymmetric availability of vacancies to the diffusing atoms (or

Manning’s correction) is not added to Eq. (3.22) [9]. We will express our ideas on the

vacancy wind effect later on in section 5.7.

Substituting Eq. (3.22) in Fick’s first law we obtain the flux equations:
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and
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∂
∂⋅⋅−= B

B

B

A

m*
A

A

A

A

B

m*
AA lnd

lnd
lnd
lnd . (5.2b)

The flux equations (5.2a) and (5.2b) can be integrated using ( ) A
2

mBA dd NV/VC =  and

( ) B
2

mAB dd NV/VC = :

( )I
A

II
A

m

A
AA lnlnΔ aa

V
NDxJ * −⋅−=⋅ (5.3a)

( )II
B

I
B

m

B
BB lnlnΔ aa

V
NDxJ * −⋅−=⋅ , (5.3b)

where superscripts I and II refer to the phase boundaries (Fig. 5.2a).

Equations (5.3a) and (5.3b) can be written in terms of change in Gibbs free energy, i.e.
I
A

II
A

θ
Ar lnRlnRΔ aTaTG −=  and II

B
I
B

θ
Br lnRlnRΔ aTaTG −=  [10,11]:
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( )
( ) T

G
V
NDxJ

R
Δ

γ
γ

Δ
θ
Ar

m

A*
AA ⋅⋅−=⋅ (5.4a)

and

( )
( ) T

G
V
NDxJ

R
Δ

γ
γ

Δ
θ
Br

m

B*
BB ⋅⋅−=⋅ , (5.4b)

with Vm(γ) being the molar volume of the growing phase γ. The values of θ
ArΔ G  and θ

BrΔ G

can be visualised with the help of the thermodynamic stability diagram of the A-B system

using the common tangent construction. This procedure is shown in Fig. 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Stability diagram of the A-B system with three line compounds α, γ and β. θ
ArΔ G

and θ
BrΔ G  indicate the change of the Gibbs free energy during the isothermal formation of the

γ-phase in the α/β couple per moving A- and B-atom, respectively.
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It can be seen that, for example, θ
ArΔ G , the Gibbs energy of reaction per moving atom A, is

equal (per definition) to ∆µA, which is the difference of the intersections of the common

tangents to the θ
fΔ G  “curves” of the coexisting phases on the ordinate at NB = 0.

Following Wagner [7], the diffusion-controlled growth of the line-compound γ in between

phases α and β coexisting with γ in the binary A-B system can be described by the parabolic

rate constant:

( )
t

Δ
p 2

xk
2

=    (5.5)

where Δx is the reaction layer thickness and t is the annealing time.

On the other hand, when phases with a very narrow region of homogeneity are formed during

solid-state reaction, the concept of the integrated diffusion coefficient intD~  can be used to

describe the redistribution of the elements across the interaction zone [7]. This material

constant is defined for a line-compound as the interdiffusion coefficient D~  in this phase

integrated over its (unknown) homogeneity limits N′ and N″ (N is the molar fraction):

∫=
"

'
int d

N

N

ND~D~ .  (5.6)

In the case of a system having only phases with a narrow region of homogeneity, the

integrated diffusion coefficient intD~  of phase j can be written as:
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jN  is the mole fraction of the components in phase j, the superscript ν denotes the serial

number of the phase. The numbers 1 and n refer to the end-members. Again, the superscripts

+ and – pertain to the mole fraction of that component in the end-members of the diffusion

couple.

If, however, we assume that the molar volume does not change from one phase to the other,

Eq. (5.7) takes the form:

( )






+
⋅+⋅⋅+⋅





+
⋅=

ba
QaPb

t
x

t
x

ba
baD~

2
Δ

2
Δ γ2γ

γ
int  (5.8)

with P and Q equal the hatched areas in Fig. 5.4 and −−= B
γ
B NNa  and γ

BB NNb −= + ,

respectively. In the same way the integrated diffusion coefficients for the phases α and β can

be found.

Figure 5.4: Schematic concentration profile of a diffusion couple A/B showing the formation

of three line-compounds (α, γ and β) and no terminal solid solutions.

In binary reaction couple where only one phase j grows between its saturated end-members,

the second term in Eq. (5.7) is zero and leads to the simple expression:

( ) ( ) ( )
t

x
NN
NNNND~

j

ii

j
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j
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j
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One immediately sees that Eq. (5.9) does not depend on the molar volumes of the phases,

which can be an advantage for analysing systems where such information is not available.

Since the integrated diffusion coefficient is a material constant, its value does not depend on

the starting materials of the reaction couple. This means that the values of γ
intD~  in the -phase

(Fig. 5.4) will be the same in an A/B and an α/β incremental diffusion couple.

As shown by Gülpen et al. [10,11], combining Eqs. (5.4), (5.6) and Darken’s equation (4.3)

leads to a general expression for the integrated diffusion coefficient in the γ compound:

( )
T

GNDNDND~
R
Δ θ

ArA*
BA

*
AB

γ
int

⋅
⋅⋅+⋅−= . (5.10)

It should be noticed that the term θ
ArA Δ GN ⋅  equals θ

BrB Δ GN ⋅ , with θ
BrΔ G  being the Gibbs

energy of the net reaction in the case one B atom moves from the interface II to I (Fig. 5.2a).

If phase γ grows directly in between pure A and B there is a direct relation between the

measured intD~  and the Gibbs energy of formation of the compound, ( )γΔ θ
f G  as can be

appreciated from the stability diagram (Fig. 5.3):

( ) ( ) ( )
T

GDNDND~
R

γΔγ
θ

f*
BA

*
ABint ⋅⋅+⋅−= . (5.11)

At this point, it is appropriate to consider the pertinent thermodynamic information on Co-

silicides available in the literature.

5.3 Thermodynamic properties of the Co-silicides

The thermodynamics of the Co-Si intermetallics have been reviewed by Chart [12],

Schlesinger [13] and Choi [14]. The most recent review [15] is limited to CoSi2.
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The high-temperature heat capacity of Co2Si has been measured by Frolov et al. [16]. No low-

temperature heat capacity data for this compound are found. Both high- and low-temperature

heat capacities of CoSi and CoSi2 phases have been determined by Kalishevich et al. [17-19].

All these data were obtained by adiabatic calorimetry.

The first attempt to measure the enthalpies of formation of Co-Si intermetallics was made at

the end of the thirties by Oelsen et al. [20,21] using a direct reaction calorimetry technique.

Recently, a very extensive study of vaporisation thermodynamics of the Co-Si binary system

has been performed by Lexa et al. [22,23]. Both reactive and simple Knudsen effusion mass-

spectrometry have been used. The agreement of the reported values of formation enthalpies,
θ
298f H∆ , with the direct calorimetry measurements is very good. The differences do not

exceed 3 kJ/mole of atoms, whereas the uncertainties of the techniques are in the order of ±

4.0 kJ/mole of atoms and ± 2.0 kJ/mole of atoms, respectively.

The assessed data of Refs. [12,15] are very close to the values obtained in the experiments,

which is not surprising since both assessments were based largely on information published

by Oelsen et al. [20]. The agreement between the experimental measurements and modelled

results of Machlin [24] for CoSi and CoSi2, Pasturel et al. [25] for CoSi and CoSi2 and

Niessen et al. [26] for Co2Si and CoSi is acceptable. However, the values of standard

formation enthalpies estimated by Pasturel et al. for Co2Si [25] and by Niessen et al. [26] for

CoSi2 are quite different from those determined experimentally. This indicates that, although

yielding reasonable results in some cases, the various models used for predicting

thermodynamic stability of the Co-silicides are still in need of improvement.

The thermodynamic information adopted in the following discussion is mainly based on the

work of Lexa et al. [22]. The standard formation enthalpies of Co-Si intermetallic phases at

298 K were obtained by combining these experimental results with available heat capacity

and estimated standard entropy values [17-19]. The thermodynamic parameters for Co-

silicides used for calculating Gibbs free energy changes of the solid-state reactions analysed

in the present study are summarised in Table 5.1.
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With respect to the thermodynamic data listed in Table 5.1, one thing should be noted. In the

absence of low-temperature heat capacity data for Co2Si, the value of θ
298S  for this phase was

estimated by linear interpolation on a mole of atoms basis between the values for CoSi [22]

and solid Co, with the latter taken from JANAF Tables [27].

Table 5.1

Heat capacity parameters*), standard entropies,

( )KJ/molS ⋅θ
298  and formation enthalpies,

( ) atomskJ/mole ofH θ
298fΔ  of Co-silicides adopted in

the present study taken from Ref. [22].

Intermetallic compounds

Co2Si CoSi CoSi2

A 70.785 49.16 70.86

B·103 27.138 12.1 18.66

C·10-5 7.32900 7.5400 9.9300

θ
298S 73.3 ± 6.0 43.2 ± 6.0 64.2 ± 6.0

θ
298fΔ H -41.0 ± 2.0 -47.3 ± 2.0 -32.9 ± 2.0

*) cp = A + BT – C/T2

5.4 Diffusion in the CoSi2 intermetallic compound

Diffusion-controlled growth of C1-type CoSi2 intermetallic was studied over the temperature

range 1000-1217 C in incremental couples based on pure silicon and an equilibrated two-

phase alloy with a nominal composition Co48Si52. This alloy consists of a CoSi-matrix phase,

which is in thermodynamic equilibrium with CoSi2-precipitates. The use of the two-phase

material as a constituent of the reaction couples ensures that the composition of the “CoSi-

reactant” within the end-member corresponds to the phase boundary composition at the Si-

rich side of its homogeneity region [1]. In such couples, the CoSi2-intermetallic layer grows
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from the saturated adjacent phases, given the negligible solid-state solubility of Co in silicon.

The incorporation of CoSi2-precipitates in the growing CoSi2-layer is automatically taken into

account in our method of analysis.

Fig. 5.5 shows a representative example of the diffusion zone morphology developed in the

Co48Si52/Si couples after interaction in vacuum at 1186 C. The two-phase structure of the

Co48Si52-alloy is clearly visible on this micrograph. The Kirkendall plane is revealed inside

the CoSi2-layer by a row of ThO2-particles introduced at the original contact surface of the

couples prior to annealing as inert markers. From the position of the markers, the ratio of

intrinsic diffusivities DSi/DCo in the CoSi2 intermetallic phase was determined over the

temperature range studied by applying Eq. (5.1). These results are presented in Table 5.2.

Figure 5.5: BEI of a diffusion zone developed between Si and a two-phase (CoSi + CoSi2)

alloy with a nominal composition Co48Si52 after annealing in vacuum at 1186 C for 100 h.

The Kirkendall plane is revealed within the CoSi2 product layer by a row of ThO2-particles

used as inert markers.
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It was found that the reaction product thickness increased parabolically with time indicating a

diffusion-controlled interaction. Using Eq. (5.9), the integrated diffusion coefficient in the

CoSi2 phase was calculated for different temperatures. The computed values are listed in

Table 5.2 and plotted in Fig. 5.6 as a function of reciprocal temperature. One can notice from

the graph that the temperature dependence of the integrated diffusion coefficient in the CoSi2

intermetallic compound cannot be described by a simple Arrhenius relation in the entire

temperature range studied.

Table 5.2

Ratio of intrinsic diffusivities of Si and Co, DSi/DCo, the

integrated diffusion coefficient, intD~ , and the tracer diffusion

coefficients of Si and Co, *
SiD  and *

CoD , in the CoSi2 compound

at various temperatures between 1000-1217 C as determined in

the present work.

t ( C) DSi/DCo intD~

(10-15 m2/s)

*
SiD

(10-15 m2/s)

*
CoD

(10-15 m2/s)

1000 2.3 0.27 0.90 0.39

1048 1.7 0.42 1.24 0.74

1100 1.6 0.78 2.25 1.41

1127 1.0 1.36 2.95 3.01

1156 0.84 2.00 3.91 4.66

1186 1.0 3.31 7.35 7.35

1217 0.6 4.97 7.59 12.9

It should be mentioned that, in general, the temperature dependence of the intD~  does not

necessarily follow the Arrhenius law because the homogeneity region of a phase, although

very narrow, may also vary with the temperature. Also DSi and DCo can vary differently with

temperature, leading to a non-linear Arrhenius behaviour for intD~ . This can make the relation

between intD~  and T somewhat more complicated. In the case considered here, however, the

Arrhenius plot for the integrated diffusion coefficient in CoSi2-intermetallic exhibits a
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discernible curvature in the low-temperature domain. This may suggest that besides volume

(lattice) diffusion (high temperature part of the graph) also some form of short-circuit

diffusion (with a smaller activation energy) contributes to the mass transport at low

temperature.

Figure 5.6: The integrated diffusion coefficient in the CoSi2-phase as a function of the

reciprocal temperature.

As seen, a reasonably good straight-line fit is obtained for intD~ (CoSi2) in the temperature

interval 1048-1217 C with a slope that yields an apparent activation energy of approximately

245 kJ/mole (or ~ 2.6 eV).

Further, the tracer diffusion coefficients of the components ( )*
Si

*
Co and DD  in CoSi2

intermetallic were calculated with Eq. (5.10) at various temperatures using the corresponding

intD~ (CoSi2)-values in combination with the experimentally found ratios of intrinsic

diffusivities DSi/DCo = *
Co

*
Si /DD  and thermodynamic parameters listed in Table 5.1. The results

so obtained are presented in Table 5.2 and displayed graphically in Fig. 5.7 in Arrhenius co-

ordinates.
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a)

b)

Figure 5.7: Arrhenius plots of the tracer diffusion coefficients: a) of Co and b) of Si in CoSi2-

intermetallic as determined in the present study. The results of the self-diffusion

measurements with 60Co-radioisotope of Ref. [28] (dashed line in (a)) are given for

comparison.
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It can be seen that in the temperature range 1048 – 1217 C the computed tracer diffusivity

data are consistent with the customary Arrhenius relationship. The representative lines drawn

in Fig. 5.7a and 5.7b may be expressed by the following equations:

s
m

R
283000exp1089

25*
Co 





 −⋅= −

T
.D (5.12a)

s
m

R
186000exp1082

28*
Si 





 −⋅= −

T
.D , (5.12b)

with T being the absolute temperature and R is the gas constant (8.3143 J/mol·K). For

comparison, the results of self-diffusion of Co obtained for 60Co-radioisotope tracers

determined by Barge et al. [28] are included. Although our values seem to be slightly higher

(about a factor of 2) than the results of Barge et al., there is a good agreement between the

two sets of data (especially the activation energy). Possible error sources of the present

analysis will be discussed in section 5.7.

At lower temperatures, the plots slightly deviate from a straight line exhibiting a smaller slope

(i.e. smaller activation energies for diffusion) as was found for the integrated diffusion

coefficient in the CoSi2 phase discussed before. Probably, it can be linked to the influence of

short-circuit diffusion on the growth kinetics.

5.5 Growth of the B20-type intermetallic CoSi in the CoSi2/Co2Si diffusion couples

The formation of the CoSi phase in the reaction between CoSi2 and Co2Si compounds was

investigated over the temperature range 914-1217 C. A typical microstructure of the CoSi-

reaction product developed in the diffusion zone is shown Fig. 5.8a.

The Kirkendall plane was found inside the intermetallic product layer as a row of ThO2-

particles (markers) exhibiting a “white” contrast on the back-scattered electron micrograph. It

can be seen that the morphology of the growing phase layer is quite different on either side of

the Kirkendall plane. On the Co-rich side of the reaction zone, grains of cubic CoSi are
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relatively large and have a columnar shape, whereas the Si-rich side favours smaller grains of

more or less columnar morphology. This phenomenon is related to the differences in

nucleation of the CoSi-grains at the reaction interfaces. Since the differently nucleated grains

of the product phase meet at the Kirkendall plane, this plane can readily be seen even without

the presence of any inert markers.

a) b)

Figure 5.8: a) BEI of a Co2Si/CoSi2 diffusion couple after reaction at 1000 C for 49 h in

vacuum. The Kirkendall plane is revealed by the ThO2-markers exhibiting a white contrast on

the micrograph; b) schematic situation if 23 % pore formation is taken into account.

Another important aspect of the interaction in the CoSi2/Co2Si couples can be seen from Fig.

5.8a. The reaction between CoSi2- and Co2Si-compounds is accompanied by the formation of

numerous pores (voids) in the part of the CoSi-product layer next to the CoSi2 end-member.

The appearance of the continuous heavily voided band within the growing phase layer

provokes curiosity since this is certainly not a usual situation. The observed phenomenon

might be attributed to the net volume change during the diffusion interaction in these couples.
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The molar volume of the Co2Si, CoSi and CoSi2 are 6.65, 6.62 and 7.75 cm3/mole of atoms,

respectively [1,29]. This means that a significant shrinking of the reaction couple takes place

upon the formation of CoSi-intermetallic from its adjoining phases.

Given the rather poor mechanical characteristics of the Co-silicides, it is conceivable that the

volume difference is not healed through plastic deformation, but pertains as pores. It is

interesting that the pore formation occurs only in the part of the CoSi-reaction layer, which is

contiguous with the CoSi2 end-member. An explanation for this morphological feature will be

discussed later on.

It is important to realise that the theoretical treatment introduced earlier in this paper is based

on a presumption that the total volume remains constant and that no voids or changes in the

local cross-section of the diffusion couple develop. Therefore, in the case at hand, the kinetic

data derived directly from diffusion couple experiments had to be corrected by taking into

account the porosity of the CoSi-product layer. To this end, a sufficiently large number of

randomly selected cross-sections of the CoSi-layer were subjected to an areal analysis using

an image processing software (e.g. Image Pro Plus for Windows). In this manner, an average

porosity value of this part of the product layer (i.e. the part of the CoSi layer between the

Kirkendall plane and the CoSi/CoSi2 phase boundary) was estimated as about 23(±2)%

relative for all diffusion couples annealed in the temperature interval 914-1217°C. In all

further calculations, the thickness measurements have been corrected for this volume effect,

see Fig. 5.8b.

As an example, three sets of corrected data at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 5.9.

The square of the CoSi-layer thickness in the CoSi2/Co2Si reaction couple increases linearly

with time, which is indicative for a diffusion-limited kinetics.

The corrected results of the layer thickness measurements were also used to determine the

integrated diffusion coefficient of CoSi, intD~ (CoSi), at different temperatures. The values

computed with Eq. (5.9) are given in Table 5.3. If these data are plotted in Arrhenius co-

ordinates, an essentially straight line is obtained (Fig. 5.10).
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Figure 5.9: Parabolic growth of the CoSi-intermetallic layer in Co2Si/CoSi2 diffusion couples.

Figure 5.10: Arrhenius diagram of the integrated diffusion coefficient in the CoSi-phase.

From the graph, the apparent activation energy of about 192 kJ/mol (~2.0 eV) and the pre-

exponential factor of ~ 9.7·10-7 m2/s were found.
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For each analysed CoSi2/Co2Si-couple, the ratio of intrinsic diffusivities of the components in

the CoSi-phase, DSi/DCo = *DD Co
*
Si/ , was deduced from the observed location of the Kirkendall

plane by applying Eq. (5.1) (see also construction in Fig. 5.2b). The pore formation within the

reaction product layer was taken into account. The results are summarised in Table 5.3.

As seen from the table, the values of the DSi/DCo = *DD Co
*
Si/  ratio found in our experiments are

ranging from 20 to, in principle, infinite. In fact the message here is simple: when one of the

components is by far the fastest diffusing species in the product layer, the value of the ratio of

their intrinsic diffusivities in this phase is very sensitive to small errors in determining the

Kirkendall plane position. Bastin et al. [30] pointed out that the accuracy of the measured

position of the Kirkendall plane is not enough to differentiate between values of 10 and

infinite for the ratio of the intrinsic diffusion coefficients. In Fig. 5.8b this is reflected by the

ratio a : b, which equals 2 : 1 in accordance with the exclusive diffusion of Si atoms.

Table 5.3:

Ratio of intrinsic diffusivities of Si and Co,

DSi/DCo, the integrated diffusion coefficient, intD~

and the tracer diffusion coefficient of Si, *
SiD , in

the CoSi compound at various temperatures

between 914 - 1217 C as determined in the

present work.

t ( C) DSi/DCo intD~

(10-15 m2/s)

*
SiD

(10-15 m2/s)

914 20 - ∞ 3.24 1.49

955 69 8.19 6.57

1000 48 - ∞ 13.9 11.7

1048 87 21.7 19.1

1100 20 - ∞ 43.6 40.5

1156 ∞ 91.7 89.8

1217 ∞ 208 216
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The present investigation proves that at 914-1217 C silicon is by far the most (or even

virtually the only) mobile species in the B20-type CoSi intermetallic, i.e. *
Co

*
Si DD >> . This

may also explain why the porosity appeared only in the part of the diffusion-grown CoSi-

layer, which is contiguous with CoSi2 end-member. Since Si is virtually the only mobile

species in the CoSi-intermetallic, the Kirkendall effect-induced pore formation takes place

exclusively at the “CoSi2-side” of the reaction product, which loses half its Si-content. If no

plastic relaxation would occur, this would lead to a porosity of 43 %. (This values has been

determined taking the maximum porosity as (3·Vm(CoSi2) - 2·Vm(CoSi))/3·Vm(CoSi2) and the

molar volumes of CoSi2 Vm(CoSi2) = 7.75·10-6 m3/mole of atoms and CoSi Vm(CoSi) =

6.62·10-6 m3/mole of atoms [1,29]).

No tracer diffusion data for the CoSi-phase are available. There is, however, one report due to

Salamon and Mehrer [31] about self-diffusion in the isomorphous compound FeSi, which has

the same B20-crystal structure as CoSi. The authors show that Si diffuses much faster in this

phase, which is in line with our results on CoSi.

Now, using the data on the integrated diffusion coefficient, intD~ (CoSi), and the

thermodynamic parameters given in Table 5.1, the corresponding values of tracer diffusion

coefficients of silicon, *
SiD , in the CoSi ordered phase can be obtained with Eq. (5.10). The

results so estimated for the temperature interval 914-1217 C are listed in Table 5.3.

The same set of computed values is also presented graphically in Fig. 5.11 as a function of the

reciprocal temperature. In this case, least-squares fit of an Arrhenius equation yields for tracer

diffusion of silicon in the CoSi intermetallic:
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Figure 5.11: Arrhenius plot of the tracer diffusivity of Si in the CoSi-phase obtained in the

present investigation.

5.6 Relative mobilities of species in the C23-type intermetallic Co2Si at 1100 C

Discussion in this section on the Co2Si-intermetallic growth in the incremental couples is

confined to the diffusion interaction at 1100 C. Two-phase alloys with nominal composition

Co52Si48 and Co81Si19 were used as end-members of the diffusion couples. The former alloy

after equilibration at this temperature consists of a CoSi-matrix and Co2Si-precipitates, and

the latter composition corresponds to the material that contains a hexagonal ε-Co(Si)-matrix

phase and Co2Si-inclusions. Apparently, both of the alloy matrices are saturated with respect

to Co2Si. The two-phase morphology of the initial couple halves is easy to see in Fig. 5.12,

which shows a typical microstructure of the diffusion zone after interaction at 1100 C in

vacuum. The Kirkendall plane was revealed by a row of ThO2-inclusions (markers) and by

different appearance of grains within the Co2Si-product layer. As in the cases described

before, the ratio of intrinsic diffusivities of the components in the Co2Si-phase, DSi/DCo, was
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estimated from the position of the Kirkendall markers inside the phase layer using Eq. (5.1). It

was found that at 1100 C cobalt diffusion in orthorhombic Co2Si is about 10 times faster than

that of Si.

The growth of the intermetallic layer obeys the parabolic law underlying a diffusion-

controlled process. On the basis of the thickness measurements, the integrated diffusion

coefficient at 1100 C in the Co2Si, intD~ (Co2Si), of ~ 2.13·10-14 m2/s was obtained with Eq.

(5.9).

Figure 5.12: BEI showing the growth of the Co2Si-intermetallic in an annealed

Co52Si48/Co81Si19 diffusion couple (1100 C; 100 h; vacuum). The two-phase structure of the

initial end-members is clearly visible. The Kirkendall plane appears as a straight row of the

ThO2-particles used as inert markers.
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Unfortunately, no thermodynamic information on the ε-Co(Si) phase is available in the

literature. Therefore, absolute values of the tracer diffusivities *
SiDD and*

Co  could not be

deduced from the diffusion couple experiments.

5.7 Deficiencies of the proposed analysis

From a theoretical as well as a practical point of view, it is interesting to have means that

enable us to obtain tracer diffusivities (atomic mobilities) of species in an ordered phase

(intermetallic compound) using just data that are relatively easily attainable in experiments

(like growth constants or integrated diffusion coefficients and thermodynamical information).

Such a technique has an obvious advantage. It is not necessary to produce intermetallics in

their pure form and apply radioactive tracers, that can be not only very tedious and time-

consuming, but frequently it is not possible at all. The latter can be due to the lack of a

relevant radioactive tracer or to technical difficulties in preparing of single-phased

intermetallic alloys.

However, judicious cautions should be exercised in applying the proposed general deductions

in evaluating diffusion transport during the Co-silicide formation. In this respect, several

points are to be noted.

The first problem that may arise is the reliability of the thermodynamic information that can

be found in the literature or in various databanks. It is important to emphasise that the

accuracy in calculating Gibbs energy change θ
rΔ iG  (per one moving i-atom) cannot be

expected to be very high. Apparently, this is because of the change in Gibbs energy in the net

reactions per one moving atom is sensitively dependent on the Gibbs energies of formation of

the Co-silicides as can be appreciated from Fig. 5.3.

Secondly, the term VA/VB in the DA/DB ratio (Eq. 5.1) can be determined only if the variation

of the molar volume of the phase within the homogeneity region is known. Especially for

phases with a very narrow region of homogeneity this relation is commonly unknown and

there is no simple experiment to obtain it. If this term is assumed to be equal to unity then it

implies that the molar volume is constant over the very small homogeneity range. At first
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sight, this seems to be a reasonable assumption. However, one has to realise that even a small

deviation from a constant volume may affect the VA/VB-ratio considerably because the change

in atomic fraction from one compositional limit of the stability region to the other is very

small, too.

Another aspect that might cause uneasiness in determining the ratio of the intrinsic diffusion

coefficients in the silicide phases regards the Kirkendall plane location within a product phase

layer. As already stated, very great accuracy in measuring the position of the Kirkendall plane

is required to get reliable values for this ratio, especially when this is larger than about 10.

Thirdly, in the analysis employed in the present paper the vacancy wind factor is not taken

into account. This becomes important only if one wants to correlate intrinsic and tracer

diffusion coefficients (Eq. (3.22)). It should be remembered that this term was introduced by

Manning [9] on the basis of his random-alloy model. It is not clear for now whether and how

the Manning’s approach can be applied to ordered alloys, particularly to the B20(CoSi)- and

C1(CoSi2)-structures studied here. Apart from theoretical studies [9] (see, for example,

[32,33]), it should be remarked here that to the author’s knowledge no consistent experimental

data on the vacancy wind factor have been published.

Finally, it should be stressed that in the foregoing discussion we tacitly assumed that the

initial end-members of the couple (reactants) and products are monocrystalline materials.

Obviously, this is not the case here. Diffusion along grain boundaries, being commonly orders

of magnitude faster than through the bulk of the crystal, may play a definite role (especially at

low homologous temperatures) in the overall mass transport within the reaction zone. It is

possible that the tracer diffusion coefficients obtained with Eq. (5.10) are effective ones,

which comprise lattice and grain boundary diffusivities. However, at relatively high

temperatures used in the present study, the contribution of diffusion along grain boundaries to

reactive growth is not expected to be significant, providing the grains within the product

layers are sufficiently large.

It should be added here that crystals of the new phase in the reaction layer can grow with their

“fast growth direction” parallel to the direction of diffusion fluxes. In such situation, higher

tracer diffusion coefficients are sometimes found using the results of the diffusion couple
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experiments than from the experiments with radioactive tracers, where crystallographic

orientation of grains is random [11].

Al these factors play a role if for the growth of the CoSi2-product layer one wants to account

for the difference of about a factor of 2 between our results and self-diffusion data of Barge et

al. [28] (Fig. 5.7a), although the uncertainties in the measurements using radiotracers can also

be substantial.
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Chapter 6

Manifestations of the Kirkendall effect accompanying reactive diffusion1

6.1 Introduction

In the foregoing chapter we have reported upon the formation of cobalt silicides in bulk

incremental couples and the relative mobilities of species in the intermetallic compounds.

This chapter deals with the Kirkendall effect accompanying the diffusion-controlled growth of

the Co-Si intermetallics.

As we have seen, the results of our experimental studies on single-phase systems

demonstrated that the Kirkendall plane need not be unique. Multiple planes can emerge within

a diffusion zone, and, sometimes, the Kirkendall plane transforms in a spreading crowd of

markers. A phenomenological approach was introduced to explain the behaviour of inert

markers within the diffusion zone (see Chapter 4).

                                                
1 Parts of this chapter are published as papers:
M.J.H. van Dal, A.A. Kodentsov and F.J.J. van Loo, Intermetallics 9 (2001) 451.
M.J.H. van Dal, A.A. Kodentsov and F.J.J. van Loo, Solid State Phenomena 72 (2000) 111.
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In multi-phase silicide systems, we have observed the same peculiar diffusion phenomenon.

Given the relative simplicity of phase relations in the Co-Si system and availability of

diffusion data (obtained in the previous chapter), it is interesting to verify the proposed ideas

by analysing Kirkendall-markers movement during Co-Si intermetallic growth in bulk

diffusion couples.

In the ensuing discussion we shall look at the migration of “inert markers” from a general

standpoint and show explicitly how the behaviour of the macroscopic inclusions inside

interdiffusion zones can be rationalised by using the Kirkendall velocity concept. This

treatment is phenomenological, i.e. all parameters are defined in such a way that they can be

measured or estimated by independent methods. No attempts will be made to elucidate

diffusion mechanisms in cobalt silicides.

6.2 On migration of inert markers upon interdiffusion in a binary multi-phase system

The Kirkendall-effect induced migration of fiducial markers (e.g. inert particles) inside a

reaction zone of a semi-infinite diffusion couple can be best described in terms of the

Kirkendall velocity plot. This graph displays the marker velocities at each location throughout

the entire interaction zone relative to the laboratory-fixed (Matano) frame of reference. The

theoretical analysis of marker movement during interdiffusion has already been discussed

(Chapter 4). Reproduction of the expressions is presented here only to the extent necessary to

facilitate discussion.

For an A/B diffusion couple, the marker velocity v is determined by the difference in the

intrinsic diffusivities of the components and the concentration gradients developing upon

interdiffusion in the reaction zone (Eq. 3.10):
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In a diffusion-controlled interaction, the Kirkendall plane, i.e. the plane of constant

composition marked by the inert particles originally situated at the interface between the
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couple halves, moves parabolically in time with respect to the Matano frame of reference with

a velocity v = xK/2t. In the last formula, xK is at each moment the distance between the

Kirkendall and Matano plane (x = 0), and t is the reaction time. The location (and velocity) of

the Kirkendall plane is found as the intersection of the velocity plot and the straight line v =

x/2t.

In our theoretical analysis, we treat the Co-Si intermetallics as line-compounds and use the

concept of the integrated diffusion coefficient to describe the redistribution of the elements

across the interaction zone (Eq. (5.6)):

∫=
"N

'N

ND~D~ dint .

Equation (3.10) together with Eq. (5.6) and the usual Darken expression for interdiffusivity

(Eq. (3.12)):
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give a general expression for the marker velocity in a line-compound:
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Here, Δx is the thickness of the phase layer in question.

For sake of simplicity we assume that the partial molar volumes of the components in the

phase (which are unknown) are equal. Then, the Kirkendall marker velocity can be written as:
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Within a line-compound, the integrated diffusion coefficient and the ratio of the intrinsic

diffusivities can be considered constant, hence the Kirkendall velocity has also a constant

value. Equation (6.2) is a good and general approximation for constructing the Kirkendall

velocity diagrams in the case of a multi-phase diffusion system.

Apparently, if the ratio of the intrinsic diffusivities, DA/DB, approaches to infinity, the marker

velocity equals:
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, (6.3a)

and if DA/DB approximates to zero, then:
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In fact, Eqs. (6.3a) and (6.3b) represent the limits of the marker velocity. Obviously, when the

components mobilities are equal (i.e. DA/DB = 1), the Kirkendall marker velocity is zero.

6.3 Kirkendall effect in the multi-phase diffusion couples of the Co-Si system

To focus on the essential points, we will confine the present discussion to one temperature,

viz. 1100 C. At this temperature, CoSi was found to be the fastest growing phase in the

reaction between cobalt and silicon. Fig. 6.1 shows a representative example of the multi-

phase diffusion zone developed in the Co/Si couple after interaction at 1100 C for 100 h.

Using the corresponding concentration profile (measured with EPMA) and Eq. (5.7) (taking

into account the change in molar volume [1]), the integrated diffusion coefficients in the
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silicides Co2Si, CoSi and CoSi2 were found as 1.8·10-14 m2/s, 4.7·10-14 m2/s and 1.1·10-15 m2/s,

respectively. The present results agree well with those measured in the experiments with the

incremental diffusion couples (Chapter 5), where the intD~ -values in Co2Si, CoSi and CoSi2

were found as 2.1·10-14 m2/s, 4.4·10-14 m2/s and 0.8·10-15 m2/s, respectively. The above

findings indicate that diffusion is the rate-controlling step for the growth of the intermetallic

compounds in these couples.

One can see from the micrograph that the ThO2-markers between the end-members show up

in the diffusion zone at two different locations. In other words, two Kirkendall marker planes

emerged upon interdiffusion, one in the Co2Si- and one in the CoSi-intermetallic layer.

Figure 6.1: BEI of a cross-section of a Co/Si diffusion couple after annealing at 1100 C in

vacuum for 100 h. ThO2-particles were used as inert markers between the initial end-

members. Two “Kirkendall planes” emerged upon the interaction.

In order to construct the complete Kirkendall velocity diagram corresponding to the Co/Si

diffusion couple, an additional experiment has been performed to be able to estimate the

Kirkendall velocity in the (Co,Si)-solid solution. A diffusion couple based on pure Co and an
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equilibrated (1100 C) two-phase Co68Si32 alloy was examined. The alloy end-member

consists of a Co2Si-matrix and precipitates of the hexagonal ε-Co(Si) phase. This two-phase

structure is clearly visible in Fig. 6.2 representing the diffusion zone morphology developed

after interaction at 1100 C in vacuum for 25 h.

Figure 6.2: BEI of a diffusion zone developed after reaction at 1100 C for 25 h in vacuum

between Co and a two-phase (Co2Si + ε-Co) alloy with a nominal composition Co68Si32. The

position of the Kirkendall plane is revealed by ThO2-markers.

After etching of the polished cross-section of the Co68Si32/Co couple, two phases were found,

viz. the ε-(Co,Si) and the α-(Co,Si) solid solutions, which is in accordance with phase

diagram (Fig. 5.1). The Kirkendall plane is situated inside the layer of the α-(Co,Si)-solid

solution and is revealed by the straight row of the ThO2-particles. The Si-concentration at the

location of the Kirkendall plane was found (in terms of EPMA) to be approximately 17 at.%.

The interdiffusion coefficient and the ratio of intrinsic diffusivities of the components,

corresponding to this composition, were determined by subjecting the concentration profile

measured across the reaction zone to a conventional Matano-Boltzmann analysis (section 3.1).

It turned out that the interdiffusion coefficient ( )Siofat.%17D~  was equal to 4.2·10-14 (m2/s)

and the ratio of the intrinsic diffusivities DSi/DCo (17 at.% of Si) was calculated as 1.5.
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In our experiments, we were not able to find the ratio of the intrinsic diffusivities of Si and Co

inside the ε-Co phase. In the case at hand, we have assumed that Si is also the fastest diffusing

species in the ε-(Co,Si) solid solution. In the calculations that follow, Eq. (4.6) is used to

determine the Kirkendall velocity at 17 at.% of Si and with this data point the Kirkendall

velocity in the (Co,Si)-solid solutions is estimated. This assumption will not influence the

main conclusions of this Chapter.

The Kirkendall velocity construction calculated for the annealed (1100 C; 100 h) Co/Si

diffusion couple is given in Fig. 6.3 In this diagram, x = 0 refers to the position of the Matano

plane, which was deduced from the measured concentration profile of this couple.

Figure 6.3: The Kirkendall velocity diagram calculated for the annealed (1100 C; 100 h)

Co/Si diffusion couple. The straight line v = x/2t intersects the velocity plot twice, i.e. two

Kirkendall marker planes form (K1 and K2). Note: x = 0 corresponds to the Matano plane, the

location of the initial contact surface at t = 0.

The straight line v = x/2t intersects the velocity plot at two positions. It means that there are

two marker planes moving parabolically in time, i.e. two Kirkendall marker planes should

become visible within the interdiffusion zone: one in the CoSi-phase and another in the

Co2Si-intermetallic layer. Returning to the Fig. 6.1 one sees that, indeed, the theoretical

predictions are consistent with the experimental observations.
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Another interesting example of the multiple Kirkendall plane formation is provided by the

interaction between Co and CoSi2-intermetallic. Fig. 6.4 shows the reaction zone of the

CoSi2/Co diffusion couple after annealing at 1100 C in vacuum for 100 h.

As in the previous case, two separate Kirkendall planes marked by ThO2-particles developed

in the multi-phase diffusion zone: one inside the Co2Si-layer and another within the CoSi-

phase.

Metallographic features of the intermetallic layers are very useful here in detecting of the

Kirkendall plane location (see also Chapter 4 and 5). The differently nucleated grains of the

product phase meet at the Kirkendall plane, and the marker planes inside Co2Si- and CoSi-

layers can be seen even without the presence of any ThO2-particles. Similar to the

observations made in the CoSi2/Co2Si couple, pore formation accompanied the growth of the

CoSi layer. Again, this is probably due to the “Kirkendall voiding” as a result of the much

higher mobility of Si as compared to Co in this phase.

Upon comparing the microstructures of the diffusion zones evolved in the Co/Si and the

Co/CoSi2 couple, a clear difference in the position of the Kirkendall marker plane within the

CoSi-product layer can be noticed. In the Co/Si couple this marker plane appears in the CoSi-

intermetallic near the CoSi/CoSi2 interphase interface, while after interaction between CoSi2
and Co, the corresponding Kirkendall plane was found in the middle part (even closer to the

Co2Si) of the CoSi-product layer.

This is a direct outcome from the fact that number of the expected Kirkendall marker planes

and their locations within the newly formed phase layers are also dependent on the initial

difference in component concentration in the end-members. This can be appreciated looking

at Fig. 6.5, which represents the marker velocity construction for the annealed (1100 C; 100

h) CoSi2/Co-couple.

Two aspects are to be mentioned here. Firstly, when cobalt disilicide is used instead of Si as

initial end-member in the diffusion couple with pure Co, the position of the Matano plane

shifts in the direction of the Co-side of the reaction zone. Secondly, in the reaction between
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a)

b)

Figure 6.4: a) BEI of the reaction zone between Co and CoSi2 showing the formation of two

Kirkendall marker planes after interdiffusion at 1100 C for 100 h (ThO2-particles were used

as inert markers between the couple halves). b) Optical micrograph of a magnified area of the

same diffusion couple using polarised light showing the different morphology on either side of

the Kirkendall plane in the orthorhombic Co2Si intermetallic.
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Co and CoSi2 the CoSi-reaction layer grows faster as compared to the CoSi growth in the case

of the Co/Si couple. According to Eq (6.2), the marker velocity v decreases with increasing

product layer thickness, Δx. These two effects influence the positions of the intersection

points on the Kirkendall velocity construction and, hence, the locations of the marker planes.

Figure 6.5: The Kirkendall velocity plot corresponding to the Co/CoSi2 diffusion couple after

interdiffusion at 1100 C for 100 h. (The Matano plane is located at x = 0; K1 and K2 are

positions of the marker planes).

When using the Kirkendall velocity diagrams in describing marker behaviour inside a multi-

phase reaction zone another important issue should be clarified. It is possible that the straight

line v = x/2t on the diagram does not intersect the velocity plot in single-phased domains at

all. Instead, it can traverse through a finite discontinuity, which corresponds to the interface

between the layers.

Such situation occurs, for example, in the case of a diffusion couple based on pure Co and a

two-phase Co52Si48 alloy, which, after equilibration at 1100 C, is composed of CoSi-matrix

and Co2Si-precipitates. The morphology of the reaction zone developed in this couple after

annealing at 1100 C for 100 h is given in Fig. 6.6 together with the corresponding Kirkendall

velocity plot.
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a)

b)

Figure 6.6: a) BEI of a reaction zone between Co and a two-phase (CoSi + Co2Si) alloy with

a nominal composition Co52Si48 after annealing at 1100 C for 100 h in vacuum. ThO2-

particles used as inert markers between the initial end-members exhibit a white contrast on

the micrograph; b) the corresponding marker velocity construction (the Matano plane is

located at x = 0).
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One sees that there are no intersection points in the parts of the construction representing the

Kirkendall velocity within the single-phased layers (Fig. 6.6b). The line v = x/2t passes

through the discontinuity associated with the ε-Co/Co2Si interface. Obviously, this

discontinuity displays an abrupt decrease of Kirkendall velocity from one phase to the other.

At this point, it should be recalled that existence of a Kirkendall marker plane suggests that

this well-defined plane in a reaction zone can be considered (from a phenomenological point

of view) as an “attractor” for markers, which during interdiffusion accumulates the markers in

its vicinity. In general, for a Kirkendall plane to appear as a straight row of markers moving

parabolically in time, i.e. to be spatial and temporal stable, the corresponding marker velocity

near the location of the Kirkendall plane must have a negative gradient with respect to the

position parameter (see Chapter 4).

In this sense, the “Kirkendall marker plane” that is expected to develop in the Co/Co52Si48

diffusion couple (Fig. 6.6) is viewed as a “very stable” one, because the gradient of the

velocity can be considered equal to -∞. Markers that will end up at that interface will never

leave this position. If the phase boundary, corresponding to the Kirkendall plane, is moving

with respect to the Matano plane, all particles, pores or other inclusions present in the

adjoining end-member, towards which the boundary is moving, will be trapped by that

interface upon interaction.

The physical meaning of the last observation is that inert markers, e.g. ThO2-particles, placed

at the original interface of this couple, cannot go either way. Eventually, the fiducial

inclusions have to end up at the ε-Co/Co2Si interface as was found indeed. On the other hand,

for the same reasons markers can never end up in an interface where the velocity curve has a

gradient +∞.

This phenomenon is very important from a general point of view. Very often one finds

Kirkendall markers back at phase interfaces. Now we can understand this is because of the

large chance to have a crossing point of the velocity plot with the line x/2t, especially if the

difference in Kirkendall velocity in the phases is large. One should realise that in this situation

nothing specific can be said about the ratio of the two intrinsic diffusion coefficient in the

neighbouring phases. However, using the Kirkendall velocity construction and the limits of
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the Kirkendall velocity (Eqs. 6.3a and b) one can make an estimate (in term of a range) of the

relative mobilities of the diffusing species in the phase. Such analysis was recently performed

by Oberndorff [2].

6.4 The Kirkendall effect in multi-phase Ti/Ni diffusion couple

The appearance of multiple Kirkendall planes in multi-phase systems is by no means

restricted to the Co-Si system. During our study on new phenomena concerning the

Kirkendall effect, we have encountered similar behaviour in the Ti-Ni system. Actually, the

first clear-cut evidence for the existence of plural Kirkendall planes in our studies was found

by repeating the Ti/Ni diffusion couple experiment as described by Bastin et al. [3,4] which is

shown in this thesis in Chapter 1 (Fig. 1.3). However, instead of using tungsten wires to mark

the initial contact surface between Ti and Ni, we used the ThO2 particles. Fig. 6.7 shows a

cross-section of the Ti/Ni diffusion couple, which was annealed at 850 C for 196 h.

Figure 6.7: BEI of a cross section of a Ti/Ni diffusion couple annealed at 850 C for 196 h.

ThO2-particles were used as inert markers between the initial end-members (the β – Tiss solid

solution layer is very thick and the α-Ti end-member is far away from the intermetallic layers

shown in the picture).
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Three intermetallic phases are formed: TiNi3, TiNi and Ti2Ni which is in accordance with the

binary phase diagram [5]. One can clearly see that the ThO2 particles rearranged inside the

interaction zone into two distinct planes. Apparently, two Kirkendall planes emerged.

The corresponding Kirkendall velocity curve was constructed using the data of the work of

Bastin [4] (Fig. 6.8). The value of the Kirkendall velocity inside the β-Ti solid solution

(where Ni is by far the fastest moving species [3,4]) was estimated to be approximately 10-9

m/s and was out of range in Fig. 6.8. The straight line v = x/2t hits the velocity plot twice.

This would lead to a Kirkendall plane in the TiNi phase and one in the TiNi3 phase, which

were found indeed.

Figure 6.8: The Kirkendall velocity plot corresponding to the Ti/Ni diffusion couple (850 C;

196 h) computed using data of Bastin [4]. Note: x = 0 corresponds to the Matano plane, the

location of the initial contact surface at t = 0. The Kirkendall velocity in the β – Tiss phase

was estimated as 10-9 m/s.

One point should be noticed here. Careful inspection of the Kirkendall plane situated in the

TiNi phase (Fig. 6.7) reveals a rather significant scattering of particles. It is tempting to say

that this effect is related to the stability of the Kirkendall plane. Since the TiNi phase has a

relatively large homogeneity range at 850 C (49 – 56 at.% of Ni [5]), this phase may not be

regarded as a line compound and, consequently, the concentration gradient developing within
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the TiNi phase upon interaction may not be neglected. In this sense a (slightly) positive

gradient of the Kirkendall velocity in this phase could occur. This, in turn, would lead to an

unstable Kirkendall plane, explaining the observed scattering of Kirkendall markers.

However, one should be cautious in posing such conclusions. Firstly, the concentration

dependence of the intrinsic diffusivities of Ni and Ti in the TiNi phase is not known. A

complete analysis of the Kirkendall velocity is, therefore, not possible. Secondly, upon

cooling the Ti/Ni diffusion couple we observed a martensitic transformation within the TiNi

phase (a needle-like structure in Fig. 6.7; see also the cover of this thesis). Such a

transformation might influence the position of the small ThO2 particles as well.
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Chapter 7

Final considerations and recommendations for future work

No further proof is necessary to demonstrate that, in a diffusion-controlled interaction, the

Kirkendall plane, as marked by inert particles placed at the original contact surface of a

reaction couple, need not be unique. The results of the experimental studies of interdiffusion

in binary systems presented in this thesis show that the Kirkendall plane can be multiple,

stable and unstable. With a rather simple phenomenological approach the behaviour of inert

particles placed at the original contact surface of a diffusion couple can be rationalised and

predicted if the pertinent data are available. The Kirkendall velocity curve construction

enables us to determine the number of the Kirkendall planes and their positions inside an

interaction zone. The latter was a long-standing problem that had not been solved in all but

some simplified cases [1-3].

The findings of the present work also raise new questions. For instance, since we only

investigated binary systems, one can ask oneself how the Kirkendall effect will manifest itself

in ternary (or higher order) systems. Another question is whether it is possible to have more

than two Kirkendall planes inside an interaction zone. In this Chapter, we would like to

discuss these questions and express our ideas of possible consequences of the microstructural

stability of the Kirkendall plane not only from a scientific but also from a technological point
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of view. It has to be emphasised here that the aspects that follow are sometimes speculative

and are not to be interpreted as conclusions from the present work. Instead, it is tried to

provide a framework for eventual future work.

7.1 Unstable and stable Kirkendall planes: their mechanical consequences.

The Kirkendall effect and the associated microstructural consequences have a great

technological significance. In materials where dissimilar solids are in contact at elevated

temperature (e.g. bonded component, composites, coating, thin-film metallizations, etc.), the

original interface or Kirkendall plane (often referred to as “welding” interface) is a

notoriously problematic feature in hybrid structures because of higher mechanical failure risks

at this plane. Obviously, for further development of the material systems suitable for

applications it is important to be able to predict (and control) the microstructural features

associated with the Kirkendall effect.

In this respect, the case of a single unstable Kirkendall plane (e.g. the Fe-Pd diffusion couple

discussed in section 4.6) attracts special attention from a mechanical point of view. One may

argue whether a diffusion bond exhibiting a single unstable Kirkendall plane possesses a

Kirkendall plane as such. After all, inert particles originally marking the initial contact surface

are scattered across the interdiffusion zone after interaction, leaving no trace of the exact

location of the initial contact interface. Moreover, upon annealing such a joint, the particles

will be spread even more. One could say that the system simply “forgets” the original contact

surface and no Kirkendall plane is present anymore. This would, in principle, lead to a

stronger bond than in systems with (a) stable Kirkendall plane(s).

On the other hand, in the case of a single, “infinitely” stable Kirkendall plane as was found in

the Co52Si48/Co diffusion couple discussed in section 6.3, a very weak bond will develop.

Such a stable Kirkendall plane, if moving with respect to the Matano plane, will act as a

“trap” for debris, pores and other inclusions present in the initial material. The joint will be

deteriorating as the annealing proceeds.
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In the present work no mechanical tests were performed to verify these ideas. It might be

interesting to study the mechanical behaviour of, for instance, diffusion couples of the Au-Zn

system as prepared in section 4.4. In these couples, both single, multiple, stable and unstable

Kirkendall planes are found within a single phase by varying the composition of the starting

end-members.

7.2 More than two Kirkendall planes: is it possible?

In Chapter 4 we have demonstrated the Kirkendall velocity curve construction that allows

determining the locations and the number of Kirkendall planes inside any interdiffusion zone

if the pertinent intrinsic diffusivities are known. The formation of two (stable) Kirkendall

planes was predicted and found in the Au-Zn and later also in the Co-Si and Ti-Ni systems.

Now we can ask ourselves the following questions. Is it possible to have three (or more)

intersection between the line v = x/2t with the velocity curve so that three (or more) stable

Kirkendall planes can be expected inside an interaction zone? And if this is possible how will

the microstructure of the interdiffusion zone develop? Or will there be no joining at all in such

a situation?

Figure 7.1 shows two hypothetical cases of Kirkendall velocity curves, in which three

Kirkendall planes are expected. In Fig. 7.1a, only the stable Kirkendall planes are indicated as

“real” Kirkendall planes (indicated by K in Fig. 7.1), i.e. which are visible after interactions

according to the analysis described in Chapter 4. It is clear that, theoretically speaking, a

diffusion couple in which more than two Kirkendall planes are formed can be envisaged

(especially in a multi-phase diffusion couple).

However, no experimental evidences for more than two Kirkendall planes inside an

interaction were found in the present work. In this respect, diffusion studies on ternary

metallic systems may provide the necessary framework to explore all the possibilities of the

Kirkendall effect, because one extra degree of freedom is available to control the direction of

the mass flow accompanying interdiffusion. Numerical evaluation of the re-distribution of

Kirkendall particles in hypothetical diffusion couples, as done in Ref. [4], might facilitate the

choice of promising ternary systems.
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Figure 7.1: Hypothetical velocity curves of a) a single-phase and b) a multi-phase diffusion

couple, in which three (stable) Kirkendall planes (indicated with K) are expected.

7.3 Periodic layer formation as a manifestation of the Kirkendall effect

In a recent paper, Kodentsov et al. [5] classified a new type of morphology that may develop

in a ternary system during a solid state reaction: periodic pattern formation. The authors

explained this phenomena as a manifestation of the Kirkendall effect. Here, we would like to

show the relation between the periodic layer formation and our experimental observation of

plural Kirkendall planes inside an interaction zone.

Figure 7.2 shows a Pt/SiC diffusion couple annealed at 750 C for 24 h demonstrating a

typical example of periodic pattern formation taken from the work of Kodentsov et al. [5].

The reaction zone consists of a Pt3Si, Pt7Si3 and a Pt2Si layer. Within the Pt7Si3 intermetallic

periodic carbon bands are formed and a continuous band of carbon can be seen in the Pt2Si.

It is important to mention here that in the Pt7Si3 Pt is the fastest moving species and in Pt2Si

Si diffuses faster [5]. We have already shown that such a situation may lead to the formation

of two Kirkendall planes inside the interaction zone: see, e.g., the Co/Si and Co/CoSi2

diffusion couple (Chapter 6).
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Since Pt is a non-carbide forming metal, carbon is formed as a side product during the

reaction between Pt and SiC. The carbon inclusions embedded in the continuous intermetallic

matrix may be considered as “inert markers” formed in situ inside the reaction zone. These

particles experience a different Kirkendall “force” in the different phases. They are directed

towards the SiC-side of the couple when they are present in the Pt2Si phase and when they are

situated in the Pt7Si3 intermetallic they are “pushed” towards the Pt-side of the couple. The

opposing forces will eventually “split-up” the carbon bands at (or in the vicinity of) the

Pt2Si/Pt7Si3 interface. After this “splitting” this process will repeat. However, when the

thickness of the Pt2Si layer exceeds the thickness of the carbon-containing zone adjacent to

the SiC, the formation of the bands is stopped: no graphite is formed anymore in the Pt7Si3

phase.

Figure 7.2: BEI of the reaction zone between SiC and Pt after annealing at 750 C for 24 h in

vacuum.

As a conclusion one can say that the Pt2Si/Pt7Si3 interface acts as a “separator” of the carbon

bands because of the sudden change of the Kirkendall velocity. This is similar to the

“splitting” of the Kirkendall plane as observed in the Co/CoSi2 diffusion couple (see Fig.
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6.4a) in which the CoSi/Co2Si interface plays the role of “separator” to form two Kirkendall

planes out of one original contact surface. In terms of the Kirkendall velocity curve, such an

interface would correspond to an intersection with the straight line v = x/2t at a point where

the slope of the Kirkendall velocity is infinitely positive. As it has been stated in section 6.3,

inert markers can never end up at such an interface. The continuously forming carbon bands

in the Pt/SiC diffusion couple will therefore split up in the vicinity of this interface.

Indications of periodic layer formation were also observed in a Co/SiC diffusion couple [6],

in which the CoSi/Co2Si interface acts as a “separator” for the carbon bands, indeed.

7.4 The influence of the Kirkendall effect on the microstructural evolution in the ternary

system Ti-Ni-Cr

The role of the Kirkendall effect on microstructures developing in ternary systems was

investigated by incorporating Cr in the Ni end-member of the Ti/Ni diffusion couple (Fig.

6.7). To this end, an alloy consisting of 85 at.% of Ni and 15 at.% of Cr was melted in the arc

furnace and this alloy was used as an end-member against pure Ti.

Valuable information on the microstructure of a ternary diffusion couple after heat treatment

can be obtained from a ternary phase diagram. In Fig. 7.3, the ternary Ni-Cr-Ti phase diagram

at 850 C taken from Ref. [7] is shown. No ternary phases are present in this system. The

mass balance line connecting the two starting materials of the diffusion couple is depicted as a

dashed straight line.

Fig. 7.4 shows a BEI of a Ni(+15 at.% Cr)/Ti diffusion couple annealed at 850 C for 100 h.

Next to the three intermetallics: TiNi3, TiNi and Ti2Ni, as was found in the Ti/Ni diffusion

couple (Fig. 6.7), also pure Cr-precipitates were formed. This observation can be appreciated

with the help of the concept of the diffusion path [8,9]. The diffusion path is a line on a

ternary isotherm, representing the locus of the average composition in planes parallel to the

original contact surface throughout the diffusion zone. Since no material can be lost or created

during reaction, the diffusion path is impelled to cross the mass balance line at least once. The

diffusion path, as drawn based on the microstructure of Fig. 7.4, is depicted as a solid/dotted

line in Fig. 7.3.
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Figure 7.3: Isothermal cross-section through the ternary phase diagram Ni-Cr-Ti at 850 C

[7].

Figure 7.4: BEI of a Ni15Cr/Ti diffusion couple annealed at 850 C for 100 h. ThO2 particles

were used to marked the Kirkendall plane. Probably two Kirkendall planes are formed and in

between these planes Cr precipitated out.
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ThO2 particles were used to mark the initial contact surface between the two end-members. It

may be recalled that in the pure end-member Ti/Ni diffusion couple two Kirkendall planes

emerged: one inside the TiNi layer and one in the TiNi3 compound (near the TiNi3/Ni

interface). In the Ni15Cr/Ti diffusion couple, we observe a slightly different behaviour of the

inert ThO2 particles. One can see clearly the Kirkendall plane in the TiNi phase. However, the

one in the TiNi3 was not found back a row of ThO2 particles. In fact, the markers are spread

all over the diffusion zone between the Kirkendall plane in TiNi and the Ni15Cr end-member.

During the reaction between Ti and Ni15Cr, Cr is formed as a “side product” and appeared in

between the Kirkendall plane in the TiNi phase and the Ni15Cr end-member. The reason that

the Cr-agglomerates do not exceed the Kirkendall plane in the direction of the Ti-end-member

is because the “pure” Cr precipitates as a whole cannot intrinsically diffuse up-hill their own

activity gradient. In a sense, the Cr-precipitates can be, just as carbon in the Pt/SiC couple,

considered as in situ formed “inert” markers, which are immobile and indicate the position the

original contact surface. Such observations have also been done in the systems Fe/SiC [10]

and Co/SiC [11].

Returning to the ThO2 particles, it can be concluded that the position of the Cr-precipitates is

related to the location of thoria markers. Although the exact mechanism of formation of the

interaction zone in this couple is not fully understood, it is clear that the Kirkendall effect

plays a prominent role on the microstructural evolution during the interdiffusion between

N15Cr and Ti. Next to the concept of the diffusion path, the analysis shown in this thesis may

provide a useful tool in understanding (and predicting) the microstructural evolution in

ternary (or higher order) systems.
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Summary1

In 1947, Ernest Kirkendall reported the results of his study on the interdiffusion between Cu

and α(Cu,Zn)-brass [1]. In his experiments he marked the contact interface between Cu and

brass, prior to annealing, with inert thin molybdenum wires and observed that this planar array

of wires (marker plane, scientifically referred to as the Kirkendall plane and in a technological

sense the “welding” plane) shifted with respect to the ends of the diffusion couple. This

phenomenon is known since then as the Kirkendall effect. It played a decisive role in the

development of the solid-state diffusion theory, as it is seen as the most explicit evidence for

the occurrence of a vacancy mechanism in most solid-state diffusion processes. In fact, in a

binary system it shows the different independent intrinsic diffusion fluxes of the components

A and B [2], which causes swelling of one part and shrinking of the other part of the couple,

leading to the marker displacement.

The reason for writing this thesis was the need for a re-examination of some basic concepts

involved in the analysis of the marker behaviour. The most important conclusion, emerging

from our experimental studies over the last years [3-11], is that in a volume-diffusion

controlled interaction the Kirkendall plane need not be unique as was tacitly assumed up to

now. The experimental evidence was found by using as inert markers very fine agglomerates

of ThO2-particles, 0.5-5 µm in size, which were evenly spread at the contact surface of the

couple in such a way that the interdiffusion was not hindered and each particle can move

individually.

In most cases the ThO2-particles after annealing appeared as a row of markers gathered in a

single plane. In some cases, however, we found these particles back in two distinct rows, each

moving with a (different) velocity v = x/2t. In other cases the ThO2-particles were found back

not as a straight row, but dispersed in a part of the diffusion couple. In the present thesis we

                                                
1 Most part of this summary has been published in a paper:
M.J.H. van Dal, A.M. Gusak, C. Cserháti, A.A. Kodentsov and F.J.J. van Loo, Phys. Rev. Let. 86 (2001) 3352.
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have introduced a new approach that takes care of all these experimental findings and enables

us to rationalise (and predict) the different manifestations of the Kirkendall effect.

The formation of two “Kirkendall planes” moving with different velocities was, for instance,

observed in a layer of β′-AuZn (B2; CsCl-structure), diffusion-grown during solid state

reaction at 500 C between Au and γ-AuZn2 (Fig. 1). The Kirkendall planes are revealed by

the straight rows of ThO2-particles used as markers between the initial end-members.

Figure 1: Back-scattered electron image (BEI) of a Au/Au36Zn64 (“γ-AuZn2”) diffusion couple

annealed at 500 C for 17.25 h under flowing argon. After interdiffusion the ThO2-markers

introduced between the couple halves are clearly visible as two distinct straight rows of

inclusions.

The migration of macroscopic inert inclusions within the zone of interdiffusion can be

rationalised in terms of a so-called Kirkendall velocity curve [3,6,12]. This plot displays the

velocities of inert particles, placed prior to the annealing at various locations within the

anticipated interaction zone, relative to the couple end. In a binary system the Kirkendall

velocity, v, is dependent on the difference in intrinsic diffusivities of the species and can be

calculated taking into account the volume changes accompanying interdiffusion [13].
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The particles placed at the Kirkendall plane (original contact surface) are the only markers

which move parabolically in time with a velocity v = x/2t. The location (and velocity) of the

Kirkendall plane after interdiffusion time t can be determined from the intersection of the

velocity curve and the straight line v = x/2t.

In the case of the Au/AuZn2 couple shown in Fig. 1, we note that at 500 C the growing β′-

phase exhibits a wide compositional range (38.5 – 56.0 at.% of Zn [14]) and that in the Au-

rich part of the homogeneity region Au is the faster diffusing species whereas in the Zn-rich

part, Zn-atoms diffuse faster [15]. This means that the velocity plot corresponding to the

Au/AuZn2 diffusion couple resembles the one shown in Fig. 2. The position x = 0 is the

location of the original contact surface. It is possible for the line v = x/2t to intersect the

Kirkendall velocity curve up to three times as is shown in the figure. This implies that in such

a diffusion couple three “Kirkendall” planes might exist, which move parabolically in time. As

a result, the markers originally introduced between the end-members would rearrange during

interdiffusion into three distinct parallel rows of inclusions, situated at the positions K1, K2 and

K3.

Figure 2: Semi-quantitative Kirkendall velocity corresponding to the β′-AuZn product layer in

the annealed (500 C; 17.25 h; Ar + 5 vol.% H2) Au/Au36Zn64 (γ-‘AuZn2’) couple. The position

x = 0 corresponds to the original contact surface. Three intersections K1, K2 and K3 are found,

of which only two correspond to stable Kirkendall planes (K1 and K3).
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However, one should realise that only two of the three predicted “Kirkendall planes” can be

found experimentally within the reaction zone. This can be appreciated by analysing the

stability of the Kirkendall plane at the possible intersections. If markers, which ended up at the

position K1 in Fig. 2, would (for whatever perturbation) be slightly ahead of this plane, they

would slow down (lower velocity) and if these markers were behind this plane, they would

move faster (higher velocity). In other words, the plane located at K1 tends to “attract” inert

markers in its vicinity. Hence, a stable Kirkendall plane will emerge in the interdiffusion zone

when the straight-line v = x/2t intersects the velocity curve at a position where the Kirkendall

velocity has a negative gradient.

Following a similar line of argument, it can be concluded that an unstable Kirkendall plane

will appear inside a diffusion zone when the gradient of the velocity is positive at the

intersection point. Indeed, the markers which are slightly ahead of the plane situated at K2 in

Fig. 2 will move faster, and markers slightly behind this plane will migrate slower. If such an

unstable Kirkendall plane is situated between two stable ones (like in the example in Fig. 2),

the stable planes will accumulate all markers during the initial stage of interdiffusion.

Therefore, only two Kirkendall planes (at the positions K1 and K3) are expected to appear. The

occurrence of two Kirkendall planes in the Au/AuZn2 couple has been observed indeed

(Fig. 1).

A particularly convincing example of the formation of stable and unstable Kirkendall planes is

provided by the observations made in the study on the Kirkendall effect in Ni-Pd and Fe-Pd

solid solution systems. Fig. 3 shows back-scattered electron images of a Ni/Pd and an Fe/Pd

diffusion couple annealed at 1100 C.

One can see a remarkable difference in the appearance of the markers inside the interdiffusion

zones. In the Ni-Pd system, the ThO2 particles form a planar array of plate-like inclusions

within the diffusion zone. In the Fe/Pd couple, on the other hand, a significant scattering of the

particles occurred upon interaction.

The Kirkendall velocity curves corresponding to the couples were constructed experimentally

using the multi-foil diffusion couple technique [16] (Fig. 4).
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a) b)

Figure 3: BEI of (a) a Ni/Pd diffusion couple annealed at 1100 C in vacuum for 196 h and (b)

an Fe/Pd couple after interdiffusion at 1100 C in vacuum for 144 h. The ThO2 markers

exhibit a white contrast.

a) b)

Figure 4: Experimentally determined Kirkendall velocity curves of (a) a multi-foil Ni/Pd

couple annealed at 1100 C for 121 h and (b) a multi-foil Fe/Pd couple annealed at 1100 C

for 144 h.

In both cases, the line v = x/2t intersects the velocity curve once. In the Ni/Pd diffusion

couple, the velocity curve at the intersection point has a negative slope, which results in the

formation of a single, stable Kirkendall plane inside the interdiffusion zone (Fig. 4a). The

appearance of the marker array as a straight row of plate-like ThO2-particles reflects the
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tendency of a stable Kirkendall plane to accumulate the markers in its vicinity. By contrast, in

the case of the Fe/Pd couple, the straight line intersects the velocity curve at a point where the

Kirkendall velocity has a positive gradient, which will lead to an unstable Kirkendall plane

(Fig. 4b). The initial planar array of the markers at the contact interface tends to transform into

an array of ThO2-particles spatially distributed in the diffusion direction. One could say that no

Kirkendall plane in the Fe/Pd diffusion couple exists at all. The latter result might have an

important technological implication: diffusion bonds exhibiting a single unstable will probably

exhibit better mechanical properties, since the “welding” plane (a notoriously weak spot from

a mechanical point of view) “disappeared”.
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Samenvatting

In 1947 publiceerde Ernest Kirkendall de resultaten van zijn onderzoek naar diffusie van zink

en koper in α-messing [1]. In dit werk beschreef hij een experiment waarin een zgn.

diffusiekoppel, dat bestond uit een messing staaf met een electrolytisch aangebrachte dikke

laag zuiver koper, werd verhit op 785 C. Hij markeerde het oorspronkelijke grensvlak tussen

het messing en koper met inerte molybdenen draden. Figuur 1 laat een gedeelte van de

dwarsdoorsnee van het diffusiekoppel zien. Als gevolg van de verhitting gedurende enkele

honderden uren diffundereerden de koper en zink atomen om het concentratieverschil op te

heffen. Kirkendall ondervond dat tijdens de interactie de binnenste staaf kromp, m.a.w. de

molybdenen draden bewogen naar de messing zijde van het diffusiekoppel (Fig. 1).

Figuur 1: Schematische tekening van een gedeelte van de dwarsdoorsnede van het

diffusiekoppel zoals geprepareerd door Kirkendall [1] voor en na de hittebehandeling. De

Mo-draden bleken na de interactie te zijn verschoven in de richting van het messing eindstuk,

dit als gevolg van de ongelijke diffusie van Cu en Zn atomen in de interactie zone.

Op grond van volumeveranderingen kon dit niet verklaard worden. Hij concludeerde dat de

verschuiving van de markeerdraden aantoonde dat de zink atomen veel sneller naar de ene

kant van het diffusiekoppel (Cu-eindstuk) diffundeerden dan de koper atomen naar de andere

kant. Dit experiment was het eerste directe bewijs van niet-gelijke diffusie van de elementen

tijdens een interdiffusie proces in de vaste stof en de verplaatsing van inerte deeltjes

dientengevolge staat sindsdien bekend als het Kirkendall effect. Het vlak waarin de

markeerdraden liggen (ook wel lasnaad genoemd) wordt aangeduid met het Kirkendall-vlak.

Cu

Messing

Mo draden

Cu

(Cu + 30wt.% Zn)

Messing1300 uur
785 °C
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Het was aan Darken in 1948 [2] om de theoretische grondslag achter het fenomeen te

beschrijven. Hij gebruikte daarvoor de diffusietheorie zoals die beschreven is door Fick [3]

(de eerste wet van Fick):

x
CD~J~

∂
∂= . (1)

De term J~ staat voor de interdiffusie flux (mol/m2s), C voor de concentratie (mol/m3), x voor

de diffusie parameter en D~  is de interdiffusiecoëfficiënt. Darken liet zien dat deze

interdiffusiecoëfficiënt was opgedeeld in twee intrinsieke (onafhankelijke) diffusie-

coëfficiënten:

ABBBAA DCVDCVD~ += . (2)

Di , Ci en Vi representeren, respectievelijk, de intrinsieke diffusiecoëfficiënt (m2/s), de

concentratie (mol/m3) en het partiële molaire volume (m3/mol) van component i.

Heden ten dage staat het Kirkendall effect bekend als een fenomeen dat zich manifesteert in

allerlei verschijnselen in een vast-vast interactie zoals de formatie van poriën, de ontwikkeling

van spanning en zelfs deformatie van het materiaal. Dit soort processen zijn van betekenis in

technologische vakgebieden waarbij verschillende materialen met elkaar worden verbonden:

composiet materialen, coating technologie, dunne-film elektronische producten, las- en

soldeertechnologie enzovoorts. Het is duidelijk dat een fundamenteel begrip van dit effect van

groot belang is. Bijvoorbeeld, het Kirkendall-vlak is in deze constructies in het algemeen een

mechanisch zwakke plek, waarover men zo veel mogelijk voorspelbare informatie wil

bezitten.

Echter, ondanks het feit dat het Kirkendall effect sinds zijn ontdekking intensief is

onderzocht, zijn er nog steeds enkele elementaire aspecten niet volledig duidelijk. Één

daarvan is het volgende: is het oorspronkelijke contactvlak (Kirkendall-vlak), gemarkeerd

door inerte deeltjes, uniek? Anders gezegd: kunnen de inerte deeltjes op het initiële

contactvlak tijdens interactie verschillend migreren binnen de interdiffusie zone, zodat er
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meer dan één Kirkendall-vlak ontstaan? In dit proefschrift is aangetoond dat het Kirkendall-

vlak zowel enkelvoudig als meervoudig, stabiel of onstabiel kan zijn.

De vorming van meervoudige Kirkendall-vlakken werd gevonden toen we een goud-zink

legering (AuZn2) en zuiver goud (Au) lieten reageren bij 500 C. Hierbij werd gebruik

gemaakt van kleine homogeen verspreide ThO2-deeltjes (0.5-5 µm) om het oorspronkelijke

grensvlak tussen AuZn2 en Au te markeren [4]. Figuur 2 laat een dwarsdoorsnede van het

diffusiekoppel zien. Zoals te zien, is er één verbinding gevormd: β′-AuZn.

De ThO2-deeltjes zijn duidelijk waarneembaar vanwege het grijze contrast dat ze vertonen op

de “back-scattered” elektronenmicroscoopfoto. De deeltjes werden op twee gelokaliseerde

posities binnen de AuZn-laag teruggevonden. Blijkbaar zijn er twee “Kirkendall-vlakken”

gevormd uit één oorspronkelijk contactvlak!

Figuur 2: Dwarsdoorsnede van een Au/γ-AuZn2 diffusiekoppel gestookt bij 500 C gedurende

17.25 uur. Er onstaat een intermetallische laag bestaande uit β′-AuZn. De ThO2-deeltjes,

gebruikt om het oorspronkelijke grensvlak te markeren, werden teruggevonden op twee

gelokaliseerde posities.

Om dit te kunnen verklaren zijn we in dit proefschrift dieper ingegaan op de theorie zoals die

beschreven is door Darken [2]. Volgens Darken hebben we bij een binair A-B interdiffusie
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proces te maken met twee onafhankelijke fluxen, JA en JB, die in een vast-vast interactie niet

per definitie gelijk hoeven te zijn. Als gevolg van de ongelijkheid van deze fluxen onstaat er

een netto massaflux. Deze massaflux, die het interdiffusie proces vergezelt, kan worden

gevisualiseerd door de migratie van inerte deeltjes aanwezig in de interactie zone. De snelheid

van zulke deeltjes, de zgn. Kirkendall-snelheid v, is dus gelijk aan:

( )BBAA JVJVv +−= , (3)

en, gegeven dat de fluxen van A en B (JA en JB) beschreven kunnen worden met Fick’s eerste

wet van diffusie met ( ) B
2

mAB dd NV/VC = , wordt dit:

( )
x

NDD
V

VVv
∂

∂
−= B

AB2
m

BA . (4)

Hierin is Vm het molaire volume (m3/mol) en NB de mol fractie van B.

Nu is het zo dat de deeltjes, die op het oorspronkelijke grensvlak van het diffusiekoppel

aanwezig zijn (de Kirkendall markeringen), de enige zijn die op tijd t = 0 beginnen te

bewegen. Omdat we hier alleen diffusie-gelimiteerde processen behandelen, bewegen deze

deeltjes, en dus het Kirkendall-vlak, parabolisch met de tijd met een snelheid v = dx/dt =

(xK – x0)/2t. De parameter xK is de positie van de Kirkendall-deeltjes na stooktijd t en x0 is hun

positie op t = 0; xK – x0 geeft dus de verplaatsing van de deeltjes weer.

Dit gegeven kan samen met vgl. (4) gebruikt worden om de positie van het Kirkendall-vlak in

een willekeurig diffusiekoppel te bepalen als de intrinsieke diffusiecoëfficiënten van de

diffunderende elementen bekend zijn over het relevante concentratiegebied. De locatie en

snelheid van het Kirkendall-vlak kunnen dan immers grafisch gevonden worden via het

snijpunt tussen de Kirkendall-snelheidscurve beschreven door vergelijking (4) en de rechte

v = x/2t. Dit concept gaan we demonstreren aan de hand van het Au/AuZn2 koppel van Fig. 2.

Hiervoor is het belangrijk te weten dat de β′-AuZn (B2; CsCl-structuur) bij hogere

temperatuur (rond 500 C) een breed oplosbaarheidsgebied heeft (van 38 – 57 at.% zink [5])
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en dat aan de Zn-rijke zijde van deze fase Zn sneller diffundeert en aan de Au-rijke zijde Au

de snelst diffunderende component is [6]. Dit betekent dat de Kirkendall-snelheidscurve

(beschreven door vgl. (4)) voor het Au/AuZn2 koppel waarin de β′-AuZn fase groeit een vorm

heeft zoals die is weergegeven in Fig. 3.

Nu is het theoretisch voor te stellen dat de rechte v = x/2t de Kirkendall-snelheidscurve drie

maal snijdt (K1, K2 en K3), waarbij gezegd moet worden dat x = 0 overeen komt met de

positie van het oorspronkelijke grensvlak. De inerte deeltjes aanwezig op het originele

contactvlak tussen Au en AuZn2 kunnen dus terechtkomen op deze drie posities wat, in

principe, zou leiden tot drie “Kirkendall-vlakken”.

Figuur 3: Semi-kwantitatieve Kirkendall-snelheidscurve die overeenkomt met een Au/AuZn2

diffusiekoppel gestookt bij 500 C, waarin alleen de β′-AuZn fase groeit. In deze fase is het zo

dat in het Au-rijke gedeelte Au sneller diffundeert en in de Zn-rijke gebied Zn de snelst

diffunderende component is. De rechte v = x/2t snijdt de curve op drie plaatsen K1, K2 en K3

(x = 0 is de positie van Kirkendall-markeringen op t = 0).

Het is echter zo dat alleen de Kirkendall-vlakken corresponderend met positie K1 en K3

zichtbaar zullen zijn omdat deze stabiel zijn. Om dit duidelijk te maken concentreren we ons

even op het Kirkendall-vlak op positie K1. Men kan zich voorstellen dat een inert deeltje, dat

zich bevindt op deze positie, door een kleine verstoring iets vooruit is geraakt. Het heeft nu

een lagere snelheid dan de deeltjes op het “echte” Kirkendall-vlak K1. Als gevolg zal dit
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deeltje worden ingehaald door dat Kirkendall-vlak. Zo kan men ook zeggen dat, als een

deeltje een beetje achterop raakt, het een grotere snelheid zal hebben dan de deeltjes op

Kirkendall-vlak K1. Dit deeltje zal de Kirkendall-deeltjes weer inhalen. Concluderend kunnen

we nu stellen dat het Kirkendall-vlak op positie K1 de neiging heeft de deeltjes in zijn

omgeving naar zich toe te trekken, i.e. Kirkendall-vlak K1 is stabiel. Hetzelfde geldt voor

Kirkendall-vlak K3. Dus een stabiel Kirkendall-vlak komt overeen met een snijpunt tussen de

rechte v = x/2t en de Kirkendall-snelheidscurve waar deze een negatieve gradiënt heeft.

Doorredenerend kunnen we nu ook stellen dat het Kirkendall-vlak op positie K2 onstabiel is.

Inderdaad, als een deeltje iets voorop raakt, heeft het een grotere snelheid dan de deeltjes op

positie K2 en zal niet terugkeren. Zo ook als een deeltje een beetje achter positie K2

terechtkomt heeft het een lagere snelheid en zal ook niet terugkeren. Dus een onstabiel

Kirkendall-vlak kan beschreven worden als het snijpunt van lijn v = x/2t met de Kirkendall-

snelheidscurve waar deze een positieve gradiënt heeft. Aangezien in de interdiffusiezone van

Figuur 3 er twee stabiele Kirkendall-vlakken aanwezig zijn, zullen deze alle deeltjes in de

beginfase van de interactie accumuleren en zal het onstabiele Kirkendall-vlak K2 niet

zichtbaar zijn. Dit is de situatie zoals we die hebben gezien in het Au/AuZn2 koppel.

Nu blijft de vraag: bestaan er systemen waarin alleen één onstabiel Kirkendall-vlak voorkomt,

en hoe manifesteert dit zich? Dit gaan we demonstreren aan de hand van diffusiekoppel

experimenten in de Ni-Pd en Fe-Pd systemen [9]. Figuur 4a en b tonen de experimenteel

bepaalde Kirkendall-snelheidscurven voor, respectievelijk, een Ni/Pd diffusie koppel gestookt

bij 1100 C gedurende 121 uur en een Fe/Pd diffusie koppel na een hittebehandeling bij

1100 C gedurende 144 uur. Deze curven zijn bepaald met behulp van de zgn. “multi-folie”

diffusiekoppel techniek [7,8].

Zoals te zien is snijdt de rechte v = x/2t de snelheidscurven slechts eenmaal, dus in beide

gevallen is er maar één Kirkendall-vlak te verwachten. Echter, in het geval van het Ni/Pd

koppel heeft de snelheidscurve een negatieve gradiënt in het intersectiepunt en voor het Fe/Pd

koppel een positieve gradiënt. Dit zou betekenen dat er in het Ni/Pd koppel een stabiel en het

Fe/Pd geval een onstabiel Kirkendall-vlak onstaat.
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a) b)

Figuur 4: Kirkendall-snelheidscurven corresponderend met a) een Ni/Pd diffusiekoppel

(1100 C; 121 uur) en b) een Fe/Pd diffusiekoppel (1100 C; 144 uur).

De (on)stabiliteit van het Kirkendall-vlak in de interdiffusiezone openbaart zich door het

gedrag van de inerte ThO2-deeltjes die aanwezig waren op het originele contact vlak van het

diffusiekoppel. Figuur 5 a en b laten “back-scattered” elektronen microscoop foto’s zien van,

respectievelijk, een Ni/Pd koppel (1100 C; 196 uur) en een Fe/Pd koppel (1100 C; 144 uur).

In beide koppels vertonen de ThO2 deeltjes een wit contrast.

a)      b)

Figuur 5: Dwarsdoorsneden van a) een Ni/Pd diffusiekoppel en b) een Fe/Pd diffusiekoppel

die gestookt zijn bij 1100 C gedurende, respectievelijk, 196 en 144 uur. De ThO2-deeltjes

vertonen een wit contrast in de “back-scattered” elektronen-microscoopfoto’s.
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Als men kijkt naar het Ni/Pd koppel is te zien dat de agglomeraten van de ThO2 deeltjes

“netjes” in een rechte lijn gerangschikt zijn en hebben ze een “platte” vorm. Dit geeft aan dat

het stabiele Kirkendall-vlak de neiging heeft de deeltjes aan te trekken.

Een ander beeld is te zien in het Fe/Pd koppel. De ThO2 deeltjes zijn geheel verspreid over de

diffusiezone. Omdat we hier te maken hebben met een enkel onstabiel Kirkendall-vlak en er

dus geen stabiel Kirkendall-vlak is dat de deeltjes naar zich toe trekt, verspreiden de deeltjes

zich en lijkt het wel of het systeem de “informatie” van het originele contact vlak verloren

heeft. Dit laatste heeft een belangrijke technologische betekenis: een verbinding waarin alleen

een onstabiel Kirkendall-vlak voorkomt zal andere (waarschijnlijk betere) mechanische

eigenschappen vertonen dan een verbinding waarin allerlei mogelijke verontreinigingen zich

kunnen ophopen in een enkel stabiel Kirkendall-vlak. Dat zal met name zo zijn in het vaak

voorkomende geval waarbij dit stabiele Kirkendall-vlak gesitueerd is in een fasegrens waar de

(mechanische) eigenschappen toch al sprongswijze veranderen.
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